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Abstract  
To better and more easily manage the distribution- and production plans at Bic centralized 
inventory management software was installed in 2001. One of its input parameters is the 
security stock level.  The existing way of calculating the security stock level is basic and 
demands a lot of time and work since it is principally done by hand. 
 
General theories linked to safety stock calculations is examined and put into relation to the 
particular case of Bic. The actual model is expanded with parameters influencing the safety 
stock level but none existing in the earlier model. For instance is studied how variability in 
lead time, biases between actual forecast and demand and the A,B,C-classification of the 
products can have influence on the safety stock level.  
 
Many products have no, or poor information on which the calculations can be based on. A 
system with different default values is proposed to solve this matter. Another problem is the 
dependence between co packaged- and factory products in the same inventory. To diminish 
the uncertainty in demand the theory of postponement is used and a stock transfer is possible 
between final products and their component products depending on their bill of materials. 
 
The proposed model takes form as a series of Macros in excels, automatically gathering 
information from existing data files. In the final application where the stock calculations are 
done the user is given freedom to choose or influence on many of the input parameters before 
running the program.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Sammanfattning  
För att på ett bättre och smidigare sätt kunna hantera distributions- och produktionsplaner 
installerade Bic år 2001 en centraliserad mjukvara för styrning av lager. En inparameter till 
denna är säkerhetslagernivån. För närvarande sker beräkningarna av säkerhetslagernivåerna 
på ett mycket grundläggande sätt vilket tar mycket tid och arbete i anspråk då uträkningarna 
till största delen görs för hand. 
 
Generella teorier med anknytning till beräkning av säkerhetslager undersöks för att senare 
sättas i relation till Bics specifika situation. Den ursprungliga modellen utökas med sådana 
parametrar som har en inverkan på säkerhetslagernivån men för vilka hänsyn ej är tagen i 
dagens läge. Tillexempel studeras hur avvikelser mellan prognoser och efterfrågan, varianser i 
ledtid, och  A,B,C klassificering av produkter kan få inflytande på säkerhetslagernivån.   
 
Många produkter saknar, eller har bristfällig underlagsinformation för uträkningarna. Ett 
system med olika default-värden föreslås som en lösning till detta problem. Ytterligare ett 
problem är beroendet mellan sampaketerade produkter och dess komponentprodukter då 
varorna lagras på ett och samma ställe. För att minska osäkerheten i efterfrågan används 
senareläggningsteorier och förflyttning av lager mellan sampaketerade produkter och dess 
komponentprodukter kan ske med hänsyn tagen till produktnomenklaturen. 
 
Den föreslagna modellen utgörs av en serie Macros i Excel, vilka automatiskt samlar data från 
redan existerande datafiler. I den slutgiltiga applikationen där lagernivåerna räknas ut ges 
användaren frihet att välja och påverka många av inparametrarna innan programmet körs. 
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Introduction 
 
1.1 Background 
In the end of year 2001 Bic logistics department installed a centralized inventory management 
software called Manugistics to better and more easily manage the distribution- and production 
plans. Manugistics works like a combined DRP (Distribution Requirements Planning) and 
CPP(Constrained Production Plan) tool. Without awareness of the effects and values of 
several parameters related to the centralized inventory management the capacities of the 
software can not be used in a proper and satisfying way.  
 
One of these parameters is the security stock level. The optimal security stock level is 
measured in days of coverage, or more precise, the number of days with forecasted demand 
that can pass before the inventory level drops to zero. The levels of security stock are based 
basically on forecasts accuracy, transport time and the service levels the company has agreed 
upon.  
 
Today Bic calculates the optimal security stock levels in the warehouse inventory without 
considering the nature of the different products A, B, C classification, co packaged or factory 
SKUs etc. Furthermore are the calculations to be done for one product at a time. Every now 
and then the optimal security stock level can change due to changes in for example forecasts 
and service levels and is therefore to be recalculated regularly. Considering the fact that there 
are more than 20 000 different SKUs and that today’s calculations are done generally by hand 
they require quite a lot of time and work. 
 
1.2 Purpose 
The main purpose of this thesis is to; in an all-embracing and more accurate approach decide 
how to calculate the safety stock levels that Bic should keep in their warehouses. A 
semiautomatic way to more easily and efficiently perform these calculations is also required. 
 
1.3 Restrictions 
Forecasting theories and how these are made will not be discussed thoroughly in this thesis, 
what is relevant is the way of taking into consideration forecasts while calculating safety 
stock levels. No alternative ways of determine the total stock is examined. For the final 
calculations the model already existing at Bic is used.  
 
1.4 Method 
A more profound view of the issue was obtained while studying diverse reasons for the need 
of safety stock, these was later divided into different categorizes and mapped out. To find the 
optimal safety stock level several theories and approaches where taken into account. A frame 
of reference was put together, highlighting different theories and their general use to decide 
which one is the most suitable for BIC.  
 
Creating formal models correctly is hard because they are often shaped of informal ideas and 
incomplete and imprecise communication between people (Luqi & Chang 1998). Therefore to 
get to know today’s procedure and gain deeper understanding in how different theories and 
techniques connected to the safety stock decision making process were applied several 
interviews was made within the company. A snowball sampling method was used to identify 
relevant persons, as a rule in the logistics department but information coming from the 
transportation- and customer service department were also needed. A standardized open-



 

ended interview was preferred as an appropriate method compared with informal 
conversional, guided or closed interview techniques. The standardized open-ended interview 
technique often facilitates analysis of the collected data and tolerates a more complete 
comparability of the collected data (Patton 1990).  
 
Moreover, various alternatives of dealing with and collecting input for the safety stock 
calculations were considered to see if any of them were easy accessible and could better fit 
BIC then today’s choice. All through the development of the theoretical part parallels was 
drawn between theory and the existing case. 
 
The final phase was to practically implement the theoretical model by building a prototype 
application in form of macro/Visual Basic program in Microsoft Excel. Changes in the 
prototype are much cheaper at an initial stage compared to when making them later in the 
development process. Early feedback is therefore important. This does not only reduce 
lifecycle costs but makes also the model more likely to meet the customer needs (Luqi & 
Chang 1998). Ever since the beginning of the project meetings with the concerned people 
were held regularly to follow up the evaluation of the model.  
 
When testing the model some errors occured repetitively due to the user not being enough 
careful when following the instructions. Ways of avoiding these errors where investigated and 
appropriate changes making the interface more userfriendly were effectuated. 
 
 
1.5 Presentation of Bic 
Bic owes its name to Marcel Bich, who more than 50 years ago founded the company by 
introducing a ballpoint pen, named “Bic” a shortened, easy-to-remember version of his name. 
Ever since, the company has expanded and is today the third most famous French brand 
worldwide, present in over 160 countries. Bic employs almost 9 000 collaborators spread over 
65 different locations. 
   
Stationary products still stands for the main part of the net sales that was € 1360 million in 
2003, but lighters and shavers are also important. Every day 22 million stationary products, 4 
million lighters and 11 million shavers are sold all over the world, mostly in North America 
and Europe.  
 
 

 

Figure 1: Net sales by category (2003) 
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Figure 2:Net sales by geographic area (2003) 

 
 
 
2. The current safety stock model at Bic 
In the end of year 2001 Bic logistics installed a centralized inventory management software 
called Manugistics to better and more easily manage the distribution- and production plans. 
Manugistics works like a combined DRP (Distribution Requirements Planning) and 
CPP(Constrained Production Plan) tool. Without awareness of the effects and values of 
several parameters related to the centralized inventory management the capacities of the 
software can not be used in a proper and satisfying way.  
 
One of these parameters is the security stock level. The optimal security stock level is 
measured in days of coverage, or more precise, the number of days with normal demand that 
can pass before the inventory level drops to zero.  
 
Today Bic calculates the optimal security stock levels in the warehouse considering only the 
time of transportation, service level and the accuracy of the forecast by using the formula  
Equation1: 
 

Equation 1:  Safety stock=kσ√D 

 
where: 
k= service factor 
σ= standard deviation of forecast error 
D= transport time 
 
This can be said to be one of the most basic ways of calculating the safety stock.  
 
 
2.1 Weaknesses of the current model 
The need for a new way of calculating the safety stock was generally based on the weaknesses 
created by differences between the above mentioned standard model and the case of Bic, but a 
more structured, less time consuming way of doing the calculations was also demanded. 
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2.1.1 Theoretical weaknesses 
Forecast error should be centred around zero and this is what the theoretical formula above 
presumes. A greater spread of the forecast error would imperatively lead to a greater safety 
stock level, which is logic in the case where the error is always close to zero. In Bic’s case it 
is not uncommon that the expected error of the forecast is different than zero. In situations 
with a centre above zero the safety stock level could erroneously be raised to higher levels 
even if it was already too high from the start. If the forecast error always where too low even 
more stock then suggested by the safety stock formula should be added.     
 
No consideration about the variability (values from 2 till 7 days) of the transportation time is 
taken into account. As transport often is non-direct and usually passes by other warehouses 
and factories the variability of transportation time ought not to be ignored. 
 
At Bic there are three different ways of representing the service level: order time (SERV1), 
order quantity (SERV2) and time order line. Even though the clients use the time order line or 
the order quantity to measure the performance of Bic the model brings into play the order 
time service level when calculating the safety stock. 
 
Commonly information and history about the SKU is insufficient or missing, in this case no 
suggestion, what so ever, about which safety stock level to apply is done. Furthermore, as the 
forecast accuracy is assumed to be normal distributed we need a minimum of observations 
before being able to make conclusions and estimations about the value of the standard 
deviation. In the current model even with only two values estimation about the standard 
deviation is made. This can lead to false conclusions. A not so unusual case is when no 
forecast is made or if the estimated demand is zero and products would be sold despite this 
(making no difference if there were 1 or 10 000 products sold). Then the forecast error would 
be -100 %. If this happens twice the standard deviation would be equal to zero, erroneously 
telling the user that the forecasts are always right. 
 
Products can be unlike not only depending on their demand but also by other means. At Bic 
products is divided into classes A, B, C, D or E determined by their volume value. This 
product classification has today no influence on the size of the safety stock.  
 
The safety stock level is calculated for each product making no difference if the product is 
copackaged using factory products that are sold on the same market or if it is delivered and 
sold direct from the factory.   
 
 
2.1.2 Practical weaknesses 
In safety stock calculations the safety factor which corresponds to a certain service level 
measured in percentage is used. The transformation from the service level in percentage till 
the service factor k is done by using a normal distribution table. In the current model the user 
directly have to put a value of the service factor. This means that she/he somehow first have 
to calculate the service factor out of a given service level before being able to use the model.  
 
At Bic, safety stock is measured in days of coverage, as it is today the model gives us only the 
quantity of products that is to be held in stock. Consequently, to get the safety stock in days of 
coverage one has to know, or make an estimation of the expected forecasts quantities per day 
and then use this to get the days of coverage of the safety stock.    
 



 

 
Every now and then the optimal security stock level can change due to changes in for example 
forecasts and service levels and is therefore to be recalculated regularly. This calculation is 
done separately for each product, which demands a lot of time and effort. Before obtaining the 
final value a large number of data has to be manipulated manually, which potentially 
increases the risk for errors. For example the format of the numerous initial data recuperated 
from other information systems needs to be changed by hand.  
 
The formulas used to calculate the safety stock level is static, i.e. they refer to specific cells in 
the Excel file. Every month new values is added which with unavoidability will change the 
area of reference for the formulas. The user needs hence not only to change the input but too 
completely redo her/his file each time new safety stock levels are to be determined.  
 
Various data are collected in the same file, this and the lack of structure and explanations 
make the model difficult and hard to follow. The importance of structure gets even more 
essential as the number of data treated changes the model every time it is used.   
 
 



 

3. Frame of Reference 
 
3.1 Random variables 
A number whose value varies randomly is called a random variable (Bergman and Klefsjö 
2002). There are two kinds of random variables: discrete and continuous (Kelton et al. 2002). 
 
3.2 Discrete random variables 
A discrete random variable can take on only certain separated values (Kelton et al. 2002). For 
example the products demanded by a client are always entire products, no half or quarters of 
products are sold, thus can the random variable of demand only take on integer values. The 
possible number of values can be finite (with lower and upper bounds) as well as infinite 
(without bounds). 
 
All the possible values that a discrete random variable X can take on can be listed x1, x2, … 
these values are in contrary to the variable itself non random as there are certain rules about 
which values that is allowed. 
 
3.2.1 Probability mass function 
The probability that X will take the value of a one of the listed values, xi, is described by the 
probability mass function in Equation 2: 
 

Equation 2: p(xi)= P(X=xi)    for all i    

 
The sum of the allowed values represents all the different possibilities of values, hence: 
 

Equation 3: ∑ p(xi)=1 (all i) 

 
Often is the probability mass function expressed with a mathematical formula, but there is 
also possibility to use graphs, numerical lists or tables.   
 
 
3.2.2 Cumulative distribution function 
The probability that X will be less than or equal to its argument, x, is described by the 
cumulative distribution function Equation 4: 
 

Equation 4: F(x)= ∑ p(xi) (all i such that xi<=x)  

 
As F(x) is a sum of probabilities it can be concluded that F(x) → 1 as x → ∞ and F(x) → 0 as 
x → -∞. F(x) can therefore be considered as a non decreasing function going from 0 up to 1 as 
x increases from left to right (Kelton et al. 2002). 



 

3.2.3 Expected value 
The expected value of a discrete random variable is often seen as the centre of the probability 
mass function and is calculated as follows in Equation 5: 
 

Equation 5: E(X)= ∑xi p(xi) (all i) 

 
E(X), or µ is a weighted average of the possible values xi for X. Values with high probability 
of occurrence is counted more heavily then values that have little chance of appearing.  
 
 
3.2.4 Variance 
The variance, Equation 6, a measure of variability, is the spread of the possible values of X. It 
describes how sure one can be to get a value that is close to the expected value µ: 
 

Equation 6: Var(X)= ∑ (xi- µ)² p(xi) (all i) 

 
The square root of the variance is called standard deviation of X and is often denoted σ. Like 
µ the variance is weighted on behalf of the probabilities but this time it is the average of the 
squared deviation around the expectation.   
 
 



 

3.3 Continuous random variables 
A continuous random variable can take on any real value, possibly bounded on the left or the 
right (Kelton et al. 2002). For example can a distance from one point to another take on any 
positive real value. The possible number of values is always infinite even if it is bounded. 
Between two values there are always other values that can make the result more precise. 
Therefore the probability to take on a certain value is technically equal to 0. In the case with 
continuous variables we always consider the probability of getting a value between two fixed 
values (example: when you talk about the probability for the output to be 0,5 you include all 
values from 0,45 until 0,54. To get to these two values you include all values from 0,445 until 
0,544 and so one).  
 
3.3.1 Probability density function 
The discrete probability mass function is for continuous variables replaced by the probability 
density function f(x). The probability that the random continuous variable will take on a value 
between the two real values a and b is described by Equation 7: 
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The area under the curve f(x), the integral of the allowed values represents all the different 
possibilities of values, hence: 
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The probability density function is expressed with a mathematical formula that can easily be 
illustrated in a graph. 
 
 
3.3.2 Cumulative distribution function 
As for the discrete random variables the cumulative distribution function, Equation 9, describes 
the probability that X will be less than or equal to its argument, x: 
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A closed-form formula involving x can in some cases be used to describe the cumulative 
distribution function. Some of these formulas can be rather complex and their evaluation is 
instead obtained from numerical methods or tables. The statement that F(x) → 1 as x → ∞ 
and F(x) → 0 as x → -∞ is true even for continuous variables. 
 



 

3.3.3 Expected value 
The expected value of a continuous random variable is, just like the expected value for a 
discrete random variable considered being the centre of the distribution, Equation 10: 
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E(X), or µ is a weighted average of the values x for X. Values with high density is counted 
more heavily then values around low density. The graphics in Figure 3 are showing an 
example of two distributions with different expected values µ, having the same standard 
deviation σ. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Example of two distributions with different expected values µ, having the same 
standard deviation σ. 
 
 
3.3.4 Variance 
The spread of the possible values, Equation 11, is as in the discrete case, called the variance of 
X or σ² where σ is the standard deviation of X. The graphics in Figure 4 is showing an 
example of two distributions with the same expected value µ, but with different standard 
deviations σ 
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Figure 4: Example of two distributions with the same expected value µ, but with different 
standard deviations σ. 
 
 
3.3.5 Estimation of µ 
If there is a number of observations from a certain distribution the expected value can be 
estimated by using the mean value, Equation 12, of the observations x  (Bergman and Klefsjö 
2002). Where x  is:  
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3.3.6 Estimation of σ 
In the same way can we out of a number of observations estimate the value that σ will take 
through calculating s,Equation 13, (Bergman and Klefsjö 2002): 
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How close to the expected value an observed value will fall is decided partly by hazard but as 
well by the shape, the spread, of the distribution. 
 



 

3.4 Law of large numbers 
The spread of the estimations diminishes with the increase of number of observations, n. 
Therefore there is a higher probability that the estimations of µ and σ are more accurate when 
we have numerous observations to. The law of large numbers states that: when n is very large 
the value for x  will be very close to the value of µ examine (Bergman and Klefsjö 2002), the 
same is valid for s and σ.  
 
3.5 The central limit theorem 
A sum of several independent random variables X1, X2, ..., Xn whose distributions is not too 
asymmetric will result in a sum X= X1+X2+…+Xn that is normal distributed (Bergman and 
Klefsjö 2002).  
 
3.6 Postponement 
The concept of postponement was introduced in the 1950s (Jin 2004) and has been expanded 
ever since. The principle of postponement is to postpone, delay, the differentiation of goods. 
When the differentiation is moved nearer to the time of purchase there would, presumably, be 
less uncertainty in demand. This could generate savings in costs related to a demand that is 
difficulty predictable, such as inventory costs, mark-downs of inventories (because of 
obsolescence, age etc) and rush ordering costs. Nevertheless, the benefits from postponement 
must be compared to arising disadvantages such as the risk of lost sales. Furthermore, in some 
cases, expected economies of scale can be made less important if postponement is employed 
(Bucklin 1965).  It is also to be noticed that from a financial point of view, the inventory cost 
per unit is lower upstream than downstream as the goods at this point has been subject to 
supplementary cost generating treatments (Svensson 2003).  
 
Today’s market and business environment compel a need for postponement (Yang et al. 
2004). “Agility, the ability to respond quickly to changing consumer needs”, has developed 
into a critical factor in satisfying a competitive advantage (Jin 2004). Two interacting 
components speed and flexibility can be said to be the core of agility. Speed is “a measure of 
the time it takes to ship or receive goods” while flexibility is “the degree to which a firm is 
able to adjust the time in which it can ship goods” (Prater el al. 2001). Also Hultkrantz and 
Persson 2004 talk about the importance of “strategic flexibility” and mentions postponement 
to be one way of obtaining this.  
 
The use of postponement is increasing and Morehouse and Bowersox 1995 predicted that by 
the year 2010 no less than half of all stock, particularly in food supply chains, would be held 
in inventory while waiting for final customer specifications before being finalized and packed 
for shipment. Mattson 2002 also states that postponement has become more important and 
gained in use during the last couple of years. The reason for this is less predictable customers 
and markets along with shorter product lifetimes. 
3.7 Service level and safety stock 
The determination of the safety stock level is commonly based on the service level. The 
service level is a way to measure the degree of customer satisfaction, or the ability to satisfy 
the customer orders under the constraint of uncertainty. Mainly two different methods are 
used to determine the service level (Olhager 2 000): 
 
Cycle service level, SERV1: The fraction of cycles in which a stock out does not occur (Tang 
2003) i.e. the probability that all customers’ orders during the replenishment order cycle can 
be satisfied. 



 

 
Fill rate, SERV2: The fraction of customer demand that is met routinely (Tang 2003) i.e. the 
percentage of demand that can be supplied directly out of the inventory. 
 
Both of these two methods are showing the results in percentage. The optimal situation for 
both SERV1 and SERV2 is when the service level reaches 100 %. The use of two different 
determinations of the service level can easily cause confusion. An equally great service level 
of for example, 98% in SERV1 and in SERV2 is not at all giving us the same information.  
 
3.7.1 Cycle service level, SERV1 
The SERV1 service level is based on probability of not having a stock out during a 
replenishment cycle. The stock out occurs when the actual demand during the replenishment 
cycle is greater than the expected demand and the safety stock level together. Alternatively, 
the fluctuation in demand during the replenishment cycle exceeds the size of the safety stock.  
 
The demand is considered to be a stochastic variable, following a normal distribution, N(µ, σ). 
The expected value of the demand is µ. To measure the accuracy of the prediction of µ a 
standard deviation is used, giving us the amplitude of the spread. If the standard deviation is 0 
the demand is equal to the forecast/expected demand. The probability of not having a stock 
out (SERV1) is therefore (Olhager 2000),Equation 14: 
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Where: 
SS= safety stock 
D=actual demand during the replenishment cycle 
r = µ +SS 
 
In this case the safety stock is, Equation 15 : 
 
 

Equation 15: SS= σ)1(-¹ SERVΦ  =k σL  

 
Where: 
k=safety factor multiplier 
L=lead-time   
 
The different values of k, a multiplier based on desired service level, this multiplier is 
obtained from a table based on the normal distribution.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: The service factor k  is obtained from the normal distribution 

 
When k=0, no additional stock is at disposal in case of variations in demand. Thus, there is an 
equal probability that the demand will be greater, or that the demand would be less than 
expected. Therefore the service level is in this case 50% see Table 1. In the situation where 
demand is considered normal distributed, an increase from a higher level leads to a substantial 
increase of the safety stock level compared to an increase from a lower level. Notice for 
example that a major increase in service level from 50% till 84% only requires that k 
increases by one while the same increase of k at service level 99.9% only gains marginally in 
service level reaching 99.99%.  When approaching an optimal service level of 100% a service 
factor that grows towards infinity is required. This is important to have in mind while making 
decisions related to the service level.  
 
 
Wanted service level (%)   Safety factor, k 
50   0,00 
75    0,67 
84    1,00 
90    1,28 
95    1,65 
99    2,33 
99,4    2,50 
99,9    3,00 
99,99   4,00 

Table 1: Relation between service level and safety factor (Lumsden, 1998) 

 
 
 
SERV1, the cycle service level is an easy understandable and commonly used definition when 
to decide the size of safety stock. One drawback is that it is based only on what is happening 
during one replenishment cycle which makes it harder to capture the overall picture. With 
shorter order cycles the probability of having a stock out increases compared to if longer order 
cycles are applied. Short order cycles mean smaller order quantities ordered frequently. The 
more frequent the order cycles the more occasions to have a stock out. Moreover the SERV1 
does not take into consideration the amplitude of the stock out, only if there is a stock out or 
not. Hence is for example a stock out of for 1 judged to be just as bad as a stock out of 1 000. 
 



 

 
3.7.2 Fill rate, SERV2 
The fill rate service level, SERV2 is not Boolean like the cycle service level SERV1. The 
magnitude of the stock out takes an important role, not only the fact that there is a stock out or 
not. The number of productions missing throughout the totality of orders in a replenishment 
cycle is set in relation to the demand during this replenishment cycle which often is equal to 
the order quantity.  
 
Expected numbers of stock outs/lost sales per time period is estimated by using the 
probability density function of the demand f(x). Stock outs can occur only when reel demand 
x is bigger than the expected demand and the safety stock together. Theoretically there exists 
no limits for the number of products to be demanded. Therefore the lower bound of the 
integration is r and the upper bound is infinity. 
 
Expected numbers of stock outs/lost sales, E(stock out):  
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As seen earlier the probability density function of the demand can be approximated by the 
normal distribution, N(µ, σ). The Equation 16 can then be changed as follows in Equation 17: 
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Where: 
f(µ)= probability density function of the normal distribution 
 
 
To determine the fraction of demand that can be supplied directly out of inventory during a 
replenishment cycle the expected demand i.e. the order quantity has to be taken into account. 
The fraction of demand that is not met is: 
 

 Equation 18: 
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where:  
Q= the expected demand 
 
Hence the fraction of demand to be satisfied directly out of inventory, SERV2 is:  
 



 

Equation 19: SERV2= 1-
Q
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In contrariety to the SERV1, the SERV2 is not overseeing the importance of the order quantity 
and the frequency of the orders. Furthermore it can sometimes be considered as a more 
accurate measure of the service level, in particular when customers accept delivery of parts of 
orders. In those cases it can be important to know how many products that in general are 
missing and not only knowing how often this happens. Table 2 is a comparison between 
SERV1 and SERV2,  showing for the same value of k the probability of having a stock out. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 2: Comparison between SERV1 and SERV2 showing for the same value of k the 
probability of having a stock out (Tang). 

 
 



 

3.8 Bias between forecast an actual demand 
The hypothesis used above requires that the normal distribution is centred on the mean of the 
actual demand.  Since the uncertainty factor is measured in standard deviation of the historical 
forecast the position of the normal distribution is ignored. In situations where the forecast is 
wrong with different quantities each time a large standard deviation in generated. In contrary, 
if the forecast is always wrong with the same or almost the same number each time, the 
standard deviation of the forecast becomes small. This can lead to false conclusions. Figure a 
case when the forecasts are always wrong but always over estimating the sales. In theory this 
will falsely generate an increase of the security stock level, but what we really need is to 
decrease our inventory level. To deal with this a model is made in order to measure both the 
degree of variance and the bias between actual demand and forecast. The definition of bias is 
“the direction of the total variance of actual demand data from the forecast. In perfect normal 
distribution the sum of the actual variances would be zero, i.e., the pluses and minuses would 
cancel each other out.” (A.G Krupp 1997). The bias can as a result be used to determine 
whether actual demand in general tends to exceed or be less than the forecast. A positive sum 
of the actual variances is an evidence of too optimistic forecasts, while a negative sum of the 
actual variances shows the opposite.  A.G Krupp proposes to use a Forecast Error Tracking 
Signal (FETS) that is shown in Equation 20. 
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Where: 
ui=forecast of period i 
xi=actual demand of period i 
n=total number of periods being considered 
MAD=Mean Absolute Deviation  
 
When forecast errors are normally distributed, the MAD can be estimated as 1.25 multiplied 
with the standard deviation (Krupp 1997). The FETS value ranges from -1.0 to +1.0. The 
optimal situation is when the FETS is equal to zero, in this case the forecast can be considered 
as appropriate. A value of +1.0 indicates that all the actual demand during the time period 
studied has been less than forecast, the opposite case FETS equal to -1 occurs when actual 
demand always is superior to the forecasts. 
 
 



 

3.9 Stochastic lead time 
Uncertainty is present all along the supply chain and it is also uncertainty that is the reason for 
the need of safety stock. To improve the accuracy of the safety stock level the uncertainty 
related to lead-time taken into account (Olhager 2000). Instead of using the standard 
deviation of the demand the standard deviation of demand during lead-time, σDL can be 
calculated. Even in this case demand had to be considered as random variable with a certain 
mean D and standard deviation σD. The same hypothesis is valid for the lead-time with mean 
L and σL. For the model to be suitable the lead-time and the demand has to be independent of 
one another.  
 
Hence, we got a new random variable, DL, which describes the demand during lead-time and 
has the mean value (Equation 21) and standard deviation (Equation 22) as follows: 
 

Equation 21: Lµ =DL 

 

Equation 22: Lσ = ²²² LD DL σσ +  

  
 
In their study from 2004 Talluri et al. proposes a table giving a good overview of which 
model to choose when, depending on demand and lead-time being constant or variable.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Different models to choose depending on demand and lead-time being constant or 
variable (Talluri et al. 2004) 
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3.10 ABC classification 
ABC classification is the variant of article classification that is most commonly used for 
inventory management (Segerstedt 1999). Products are divided into different groups 
depending on one or several similarities between the products such as volume, volume value, 
days of coverage and the frequency of orders or other factors that might be judged as critical 
and interesting in a classification point of view (Olhager 2000). This kind of classification, 
applied to inventory management, especially while using the volume value, can be said to be 
one of the most common applications of the Pareto Principle1 (La Roy1999). According to this 
principle, 20 percent of the items account for about 80 percent of the total inventory value (the 
vital few). The remaining 20 percent of the inventory value is distributed among the other 80 
percent of the items (the trivial many). 
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Figure 7: Illustration of the Pareto Principle, distribution of the volume value (Berggren & 
Eriksson 2004.) 

 
 
3.10.1 ABC Classification considering volume value  
The volume value is obtained by multiplying a SKUs demand over a certain time period (for 
example SKUs/year) with its purchasing price (Linderson & Palm 2002). No exact limits 
between the different classes A, B and C are to be found in literature. Below follows a 
comparison of how much of the total volume and total value each one of the classes 
represents according to the three authors, La Roy 1999, Linderson & Palm 2002 and Olhager 

                                                           
1A principle founded on a study of wealth in the American nation done by Villefredo Pareto (1848-1923) which 
showed that 20 percent of the population controlled 80 percent of the wealth, this phenomenon has later been 
observed in several other areas (La Roy 1999).  



 

2000. Table 3 shows the classification considering volume of total volume and Table 4 shows 
the classification considering value of total value. Values are approximated. 
 
 

 A (volume of total 
volume %) 

B (volume of total 
volume %) 

C (volume of total 
volume %) 

La Roy 20 20 60 
Linderson & Palm  5-10 20 70-75 
Olhager 20 20 60 

Table 3: A, B and C classification considering volume of total volume. (La Roy 1999, 
Linderson & Palm 2002 and Olhager 2000). 

 
 A (value of total value 

%) 
B (value of total value 
%) 

C (value of total value 
%) 

La Roy 80 10 10 
Linderson & Palm  70 20 10 
Olhager 80 10 10 

Table 4: A, B and C classification considering value of total value.(La Roy 1999, Linderson & 
Palm 2002 and Olhager 2000). 

  
It is certainly hard to define any fixed limits as the model always has to be fitted into the 
studied situation and the natural limits between product volumes and values that differ from 
one case to another.   
 
 
3.10.2 Multi-criteria classification 
The above-discussed classification can be distinguished as a one-dimensional application (La 
Roy 1999). Sometimes it is not enough to manage the articles from only one criterion 
(Olhager 2000). The model can then be extended to involve other important factors. This can 
be especially useful when the value of the criteria is hard to measure in terms of money, for 
instance delivery frequency, lead-time and availability (Linderson & Palm 2002).  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

4. The studied case - restrictions  
 
4.1 One market 
The Western Europe plus the EEMEA (Eastern Europe, Middle East and Africa) market has a 
dozen different warehouses. Embarking on a study containing all of these at once would be 
too vast. Furthermore most of the information already existing in the information systems, 
such as forecast quantity, forecast accuracy, transportation time etc. is focused on one 
warehouse at a time. There is also perceptible that parameters such as service level, 
dependence factor and stock policies could be changing from one market to another.    
  
When choosing the market one has to be sure that it is more or less representative for the 
whole system. Not very many SKUs need to be included but some important characteristics 
still have to be found, in particularly local products that is composed of factory products being 
held in the same inventory. The marked chosen is the Swiss market, which can be said to be 
overall suitable for a similar study. 
 
 
4.2 One kind of products 
The Bic product database contains over 26 000 different SKUs that is still in use. In this study 
centre of attention has been lighter products, for the model not to grow to an uncontrollable 
size at an early stage no shavers, no stationary or other products are included. 
 
 
4.3 One factory 
The transportation time and frequency are not the same from one factory to another; for that 
reason can it be wise to look at products from only one factory at a time. BJ75 in Redon, 
which produces almost all non-electronic lighters, is the factory selected to be used in the 
model.  
 
Obviously can the model be used for other markets, product or factories or extended to 
contain several of these at the same time. The above choices are only made to easily be able to 
demonstrate the principle of the model in a straightforward way. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

5. Parameters influencing the stock level at Bic 
  
5.1 Service level at Bic 
As discussed in the theory part there is several ways of calculating the service level, each one 
giving different results. In practice the method chosen is often the one the most profitable for 
the customer, that is to say the one that puts the hardest pressure on the supplier. At Bic there 
exist three different service level measures:  
 
5.1.1 Order time 
The number of orders delivered in time, in relation to the total number of orders.  
 
5.1.2 Order quantity  
The quantity of SKUs delivered in time, in relation to the total number of SKUs.   
 
5.1.3 Time order line 
Time order line is the number of lines where the totality of the line is satisfied on time. A line 
can contain several orders. A customer order can either be finished or unfinished there exists 
nothing in-between. If the requested date of delivery is larger then, or equal to the shipped 
date plus the transportation time the order is considered as on time. If the requested date of 
delivery is less then the shipped date plus the transportation time the order is considered as 
late. The service level for time order line is determined as follows in Equation 23: 
 
 

Equation 23: Service level 3 = 
on time orders complete Sum

 orders  totalof Sum  

 
 
 
The time order line is the method used by the majority of the customers to judge Bics service 
performance when handling orders.  
 
5.2 Safety stock and service level at Bic 
The service level is measured and fixed in relation to different customers and their commands. 
One command is often composed of several products. The safety stock is separately 
calculated for each stock kept product and does not consider combinations of products or for 
which customer the product is designated. Therefore, the service level measure based on time 
order line can not be used in safety stock calculations. The most appropriate service level 
measure to use is the order quantity, which corresponds to fill rate, SERV2 in the theory part.  
 
 
5.3 ABC classification at Bic 
ABC classification for inventory management is used even at Bic. The principles are the same 
as the ones described in the frame of reference; the classification is made in consideration to 
volume value. What differentiates the Bic model from the standard once is how the products 
are divided into the different classes see Table 5. There are tighter intervals between the A, B 
and C SKUs. For example represents the B SKUs only 15 percent and C SKUs stand for 
barely 4 percent of the total value. One reason for this can be the existence of two 
supplementary classes D and E. SKUs classified as D SKUs correspond to the rest of all 



 

SKUs, non A, B or C that has a positive sales turnover. If a SKU is having a negative sales 
turnover it is classified as an E SKU.   
 
 
 A B C D E 
Volume of 
total volume 
(%) 

20 75 3 1,5 0,5 

Value of total 
value (%) 

80 15 4 Non A, B or C 
SKUs with 
positive sales 
turnover 

Non A, B or C 
SKUs with 
negative sales 
turnover 

Table 5:A, B, C, D and E classification at Bic 

 
 
 
 



 

5.4 The products at Bic 
At Bic the SKU are divided into three different categories depending basically on where the 
final product is put together. These are: Factory SKUs, Central SKUs and Local SKUs. SKU 
signifies stock keeping unit and is the most detailed level of product specification (Jin 2004). 
A SKU is not to be confounded by a product. Different SKUs can be attributed to the same 
product. For example, even though the products are identical, the SKU can change with the 
size of the carton in which the products is packed or with the size of the pallet on which it is 
transported.  
 
5.4.1 Factory SKUs 
The factory SKUs can be said to be the most basic products. These products are sold to 
different subsidiaries all over the world. No changes are made to the products, they reaches 
the final customer the way they left the factory.  
 
5.4.2 Local SKUs 
Some subsidiaries may want to characterise their products in certain ways, depending on local 
needs and marketing projects they can then cerate local SKUs. Another reason for creating 
local products is the limits of the factory, not everything can be done by machines, for 
example full displays and different kinds of promotional packages. All local SKUs are 
composed of factory SKUs. The local SKUs are often only sold in one or a small number of 
countries. The development and copackaging of these products is done locally by the 
subsidiaries themselves. Figure 8 shows an example of a local copackaged SKU, the 836318, 
a display of J3 glued paper Sofia lighters which is composed by 100 Sofia J3 lighters, hence 
two SKUs of 832293 that is a tray of 50 Sofia J3 lighters. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8: Example of a local copackaged SKU composed by a factory SKU 

 
 



 

5.4.3 Central SKUs 
Sometimes many countries can be interested in the same local SKUs. The copackaging 
activities can then be moved to be done at a central instance. These SKUs are called central 
SKUs. All central SKUs are composed of factory SKUs. The central copackaged SKUs are 
often developed by the corresponding merchandising department. 
 
 
5.5 Dependences between products 
 
5.5.1 Performance measures 
Once a certain optimal stock level is determined the performance of the industrial planners is 
measured by the number and magnitude of stock outs. Consideration is taken to the accuracy 
of the forecast for the intentional SKU. If forecast is inconsistent no blame can be put on the 
industrial planners. Nevertheless, the industrial planners can be unfairly judged because of 
poor forecasts. Consider a case where the inventory is composed by a certain factory SKU 
and besides that several local SKUs made out of this factory SKU. To finalize the local SKUs 
the factory SKU is needed. Therefore is the stock level of the factory SKU affected by the 
forecasts for the local products and can hence be penalised due to weaknesses in these. The 
effect of this dependence between SKUs is amplified as local SKUs often contain an 
important number of factory SKUs, in particular while dealing with displays and other 
promotional packages.    
 
 
5.5.2 Stock transfer between local and factory SKUs 
One way of dealing with the above mentioned problem is to take into account the forecasts of 
the local SKUs composed by the factory SKU while considering the forecast accuracy of the 
factory SKU. This is a solution that only handles the consequences but nothing is really done 
to solve the problem itself. There will still be local products “stealing” stock from the factory 
SKUs and as a result even other local SKUs composed by the same factory SKU can be 
affected.  
 
As discussed in the frame of reference the uncertainty of the forecasts decreases the closer we 
get to the final customer and the time of purchase. We could therefore use the theory of 
postponement and have a certain percentage of the stock, initially supposed to being held as 
local SKU stock to be transferred into stock of factory SKUs. The differentiation of the 
products would be delayed; copackaging activities, utilized to complete the local SKUs and 
often done way ahead in time could be more adapted to the real demand.  



 

5.6 Lead time 
When calculating the safety stock the total lead-time, from order release to order receiving, 
should be taken into account. This means that not only the transportation time but also order 
placement and other administrative time consuming activities ought to be included. In the 
studied case, Bics warehouse in Switzerland, these times are proportionally extremely small 
compared to the transportation time and can therefore be ignored. This is often the case while 
dealing with make to stock environments where products generally is supposed to be prepared 
and ready to ship when an order is placed. 
 
5.6.1 Copackaging time 
A special case is the copackaging time. This can be said to be the quantity of time it takes to 
put together the different SKUs contained in a local SKU, also including packaging activities 
that might be necessary. The time needed for copackaging varies in consideration to the kind 
of SKU and the number of SKUs that is to be treated. Today the copackaging time is 
generalised to lie in an interval between two and three weeks. In Bic’s centralised inventory 
management software, Manugistic, local products is dealt with in a special way. All needs for 
copackaged products are moved backwards in time a certain number of days specific for each 
SKU. Thus, when forecasted for a certain period the copackaging time of the local SKUs has 
already been added to the total lead-time. A similar way of handling the demand implies that 
no further consideration of the copackaging time is needed.  
  
 
5.6.2 Transportation time 
The transport time between the BJ75 factory in Redon and the warehouse in Switzerland is 
based on the shipping advises from all the Swiss commands one year back in time, see Table 
6. According to the central limit theorem the transportation time can be considered as normal 
distributed. Consequently, from these transport times an expected value and a standard 
deviation can be calculated, see Table 7. These values are based on statistical data. If there is 
possibility to update the transport time with more observations this should be done to make 
the model more accurate as stated by the Law of large numbers. The value has to be in days 
(or the same time unit as the forecast quantity is based on) 



 

 
 
 

Transport time BJ75-warehouse 
Switzerland(days) 

2 
4 
4 
5 
3 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
7 
6 
4 
6 
6 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

 

Table 6: Transport-time between the Redon factory, BJ75 and the warehouse in Switzerland 
based on the shipping advises from all the Swiss commands one year back in time. 

 
 
 

Transport time mean 
(days) 

Transport time standard 
deviation  

4,52 1,12 
 

Table 7: Mean value and standard deviation of the transport-time between the Redon factory, 
BJ75 and the warehouse in Switzerland.  

 
Transport time varies quite a lot even thought the transport distance is not very far. The reason 
for this is that hardly any direct transport is used. Instead the truck goes often first to the 
Shaver factory in Verberie north of Paris and/or MGF the central warehouse one hour outside 
Paris to get and/or leave products before it takes the road to Switzerland. 



 

 
5.7 Forecasts at Bic 
The Bic factories use the principle of make to stock. Therefore is the importance of the 
forecasts vital. Every month forecasts are received from the subsidiaries. They predict the 
demand to come for the 15 months ahead by determining the number of SKUs to be sold each 
month. The forecasts for one month can be modified several times during this 15 months 
period as more precise forecasts are obtained the closer in time we get to the actual month. 
 
5.7.1 Forecast quantity 
The forecast for one warehouse can be said to be the sum of the forecasts from all the clients 
that is served by that warehouse. Each and every one of those forecasts can be said to be a 
random variable. This variable is discrete since products are sold as entire products.  
 
Forecasts are made one month at a time, but when we are dealing with these in the future they 
have to be transformed to forecasts per day to be able to have a consistent measure of time 
throughout the model. The original forecast is divided by the average number of days in a 
month, 30,442. Our results will no longer be integers but still discrete? (They are only allowed 
to take on values that is an integer divided by 30,44).  
 
As mentioned above, the total forecast for the warehouse is the sum of all forecasts in that 
area. Therefore, according to the central limit theorem can the total forecasts from the 
warehouse be considered as being normal distributed, N(µ,σ). 
 
An estimation of the expected value, µ, can be made consistent with what has been explained 
in the frame of reference. Law of large numbers states that the more observations we have the 
more accurate will the estimation of µ be. Therefore, the number of observations needs to be 
determined for us to have an indication about how much trust we can put in the obtained value 
for the forecast quantity and later on the whole model. 
 
5.7.2 Forecast accuracy 
The forecast error for one warehouse can be said to be the sum of the forecast errors from all 
the clients that is served by that warehouse. Each and every one of those forecast errors can be 
said to be a random variable. This variable is continuous since it can take on any real value. 
 
As the forecast error is used to compensate for consistent optimistic or pessimistic forecasts 
later on in the model we can not use the values already existing in the information systems, as 
these are absolute values. To obtain a non absolute value of the forecast error the calculation 
in Equation 24 is used: 
 

Equation 24: (Sales-Forecast)/Forecast 

 
Even though the forecast errors sometimes may cancel each other the total forecast error for 
the warehouse is the sum of all forecast errors in that area. Thus, according to the central limit 
theorem can the total forecast error from the warehouse be considered as being normal 
distributed, N(µ,σ). 
 
                                                           
2 Average number of days in a 
month=((31+28+31+30+31+30+31+31+30+31+30+31)*3+(31+29+31+30+31+30+31+31+30+31+30+31))/(12*
4) 



 

An estimation of the expected values, µ and σ can be made consistent with what has been 
explained in the frame of reference.  Law of large numbers states that the more observations 
we have the more accurate will the estimations of µ and σ be. Just like in the case of forecast 
quantity the number of observations gives us an indication about the preciseness of our 
values.  
 
 
One problem associated to the forecast accuracy is the large periods for which they are made 
and the sharp boarders between these periods. If one forecast month corresponds to a calendar 
month it can be said to begin the first and finish the last day of that month. So if the planned 
demand is moved one day ahead or one day back in time while passing the time limit between 
two different months the demand does not fall into the right month. This one day reposition 
could in theory incorrectly affect the forecast accuracy negatively, while there practically will 
be no greater difference if the SKU was sold one or a few days earlier or later than first 
expected.   
 
 
5.8 Missing or insufficient data  
One problem when using statistically based data is that sometimes data is missing or there is 
an insufficient amount of observations to make any conclusions out of the existing data. 
Therefore we are sometimes forced to use default values. Default values are only to be used 
when the user judges the existent data not to be sufficient enough to use them as input in the 
model.  
 
5.8.1 Substitution of products by new similar products 
It is not rare that one product is to be replaced by another similar product. For example when 
the packaging changes due to marketing or promotional campaigns a new SKU needs to be 
created to differentiate the product with new packaging from the one with old packaging. The 
product itself stays the same. Consequently it can be wise to transfer the information we had 
about the old product to the new product while waiting for enough data concerning the new 
product to be collected.  
 

There are also cases with products that change on a regular basis so that statistic data always 
will be insufficient. For instance sleeve lighters changes the artwork every year.  

 

 

 

Figure 9 shows an  exampel of sleeve lighters form different years, both with sports motive. 
These lighters could be expected to have a similar behaviour.  What is important is that the 
lighter is decorated, not exactly what picture it has. It is up to the user to make sure that all the 
existing information about the products is used in the best possible way. If there is 
information that could be reutilized by similar products this information should be entered 
into the line of the new products.   

 
 
 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Exampel of sleeve lighters form different years, both with sports motive. These 
lighters could be expected to have a similar behaviour.   

 
 
When products are completely new or lack data for other reasons the safety stock still needs 
to be defined. In this case a default value can be used. As the use of a default value presumes 
that we do not have any useful information at all about the product, this means that we can not 
differentiate one product’s behaviour from another; hence the default value is the same for all 
products with missing data. 
 
 
5.8.2 Why use default values 
As explained above, default values are only used when no other data is available. Even though 
the product and its behaviour are unknown, the stock level still has to be determined. If there 
were no such thing as default values we had to arbitrarily choose a convenient stock level. 
This stock level would be subjectively fixed and the result affected by the personality and 
background of the user. Each and everyone would use their methods and if required there 
would be almost no possibility to trace the origin of the stock level. In some way a similar 
value would also be a default value, but a less controlled and standardised one. For example 
could several different values be used making it more difficult to distinguish real values from 
default values.  
  
Without any knowledge of the origin of the different stock values it would furthermore be 
hard to verify the reliability of the stock level. For instance, if there was shown that the stock 
level did not well correspond to reality the first month after a new value had been calculated 
we could be fooled to think that the determined stock level was wrong. One month is not 
enough for jumping to such conclusions, especially not when the result is based on numerous 
different observations. On the other hand, if the stock level was a default value, changing the 
stock level could be taken into consideration faster than for a non-default value. With a 

 



 

unique default value one can easily recall the reason for a similar choice and hence more 
straightforwardly decide whether to do any adjustments or not. 
 
In a more practical aspect, the use of a global default value facilitates for the user. The user is 
not required to figure out an appropriate stock level for all unfamiliar products and then 
complete the Excel-file with these values. Once the default value chosen (max value or other 
value) this value is automatically written out next to all SKUs with number of observations 
smaller then the default value limit.  
 
The possibility of using max value (and after calculations even mean and min) as default 
value permits the model to be managed even by not so experienced users that may not be 
familiar with the nature and behaviour of the numerous kinds of products. 
  
 
5.8.3 Max value as default value 
Depending on the policy of the company the default value can vary. If considered as essential 
not to have any stock outs the max value can be used as default value. The max value is the 
maximum value among all the stock values in the studied warehouse. It can also be 
considered as a worst case scenario, you use the product with the most stock, the worst case, 
as a model for products with unknown data. The max value is calculated while running the 
program. 
 
Advantages 
The max value can be used when no other information is accessible and when the user has no 
clue about what value to apply. When considering the risk for backorders as critical, the use 
of the max value is a safe alternative that still stays reasonable as it is based on an existing 
safety stock value. 
  
Disadvantages 
Unreasonable high values risk to be applied as there is little probability that all products 
without any information should be in need of such a high safety stock as max value of all 
products. 
 
 
5.8.4 Other value as default value 
If the user does not wish to use the max value as default the option is given to choose another 
value, by the user considered as more suitable. This value is entered by the user before 
running the program. The user might know that he wants as little stock as possible or want 
some kind of average throughout all the stock values in the warehouse, but might not have an 
idea about the stock levels required. If uncertainty lies in which value to use as default it is 
recommended to run the program once and se the spread and the magnitude of the different 
stock values. Min-, mean- or median values can then be calculated and used as default.  
 
Advantages 
Having the possibility to use any other value as default value makes the model more flexible 
and easier to adapt to different scenarios and stock policies.  
 



 

Disadvantages 
It can be hard to know which value to choose as the same value is employed for all products 
having missing data. To be able to determine a correct default value the user needs to have 
certain knowledge of the system. 
 
 
 
5.8.5 No default value 
It is also possible not to use any value as default value, hence having no suggestion at all 
about what the safety stock level should be. This is done by choosing neither max value nor 
other value as default value. In this case a text indicating “Not enough observations” will take 
the place of the stock value. 
 
Advantages 
Even though the program indicated that the obtained stock value is based on a default value 
there is still a risk that this value will be used in different information systems or for other 
purposes. Often it is easy to forget the origin of data and use these as an absolute truth. In 
these cases it can be wise not to use any value at all and later decide the stock level in another 
way.  
 
Disadvantages 
Somehow the stock level has to be determined. If no default value is used not even an 
approximated stock level can be calculated for the products with missing data or no data at all. 
The stock level has then to be determined in a different way. 
 
 
5.8.6 Parameters for which default values are used 
Not all parameters (i.e. transport time, transport variation and service level) in the stock level 
calculations are product or SKU specific but affect the outcome of the stock level for all 
products concerned. As there are such a great amount of products to get information about 
these parameters from there is an insignificant small probability that a default value would 
have to be applied. Moreover, if similar parameter values where absent the confidence of the 
results from model would seriously have to be questioned. 
 
The A, B, C, D or E value is a SKU specific parameters used to adjust the stock level 
according to product specificity. If this value is missing no default value will be employed. It 
would make no sense to adjust a value when no certainty lies in what direction the adjustment 
would take. 
 
One parameter that changes depending on the SKU is the forecast value. This parameter is 
crucial when establishing the stock value. When non, or not enough values are obtainable to 
make a confident mean value a default value ought to be utilised.  
 
Another reason for why we need a default value for the forecast quantity is that this value is 
used later on in the modelling when calculating the stock transfer from copackaged products 
to factory products. 
 
 



 

5.8.7 Output values for which default values are used 
When only calculating the stock level in days of coverage, without considering postponement 
and dependencies between products no parameters default values is taken into account. 
Instead the default value is set to be the output of the final calculations, hence the stock level 
itself.  
 
Having the user to indicate the stock level in days of coverage as default value instead of the 
stock level in units facilitates comprehension and comparisons between different stock values. 
Moreover, at Bic this is the most widespread definition used when referencing to the stock 
level. 
 
The user does not necessarily know all parameters and their effect on the final result. What is 
interesting is the final result, the stock level. The user can therefore more easily decide an 
accurate default value for the stock level than if he was to choose values for several different 
input parameters. With the aid of the graph it is in addition straightforward to put the default 
value in relation to the other stock levels obtained and hence judge if the result is in line with 
what was expected.  
 
Both the stock levels in days of coverage and in units are completed by using the default 
values selected by the user prior to the beginning of the Macro. When determining the later, 
even the value of the forecasted units is taken into account (the stock level in units is 
calculated by multiplying the stock level in days of coverage with the forecasted units per 
day). As explained above, the forecasted units per time unit can, if not enough observations is 
available, be replaced by a default value. Consequently can the stock level in units be based 
on two default values. 
 



 

 
6.The proposed safety stock model at Bic 
 
6.1 Model parameters 
Throughout the frame of reference different theories and principles are discussed. Later on in 
this report explanations are given how some of these theories are applied to the Bic case in 
particular and which parameters that affects the size of the safety stock. To create the final 
model for safety stock calculations these theories and parameters have to be put together. 
Three different main categories can be distinguished in helping us to answer the question 
“what affects the size of the safety stock?”: 
 

1. The degree of uncertainty 
2. The nature/characteristics of the product  
3. The customer demands  

 
 
 
6.2 The degree of uncertainty 
 
6.2.1 Forecast errors biases 
The major contribution to uncertainty affecting the stock is poor forecast accuracy. Forecast 
errors should be centred around zero. If they are not something is wrong because it means that 
the forecasters consistently overestimates, or underestimates the demand of a certain SKU. 
What then is supposed to happen is that the forecast should be relocated to have the estimated 
value equal to zero. 
 
A significant problem at Bic is the forecasts. Many of the studied SKUs have a forecast error 
not centred around zero. Some way or another, these biases have to be compensated for. 
Therefore is not only the safety stock calculated but also the total stock. The total stock is by 
Bic referred to as the demand during lead-time plus the safety stock. Demand during lead-
time is obtained when multiplying the forecast quantity per time unit by the lead-time. Once 
this stock is calculated it is multiplied with one plus the expected value of the forecast error to 
compensate for the biases. For instance, if the expected value of the forecast error is + 50 
percent this means that in general there will always be an amount equal to half of the initial 
stock missing (forecast error = (sales quantity-forecast quantity)/forecast quantity), the 
demand is bigger than the forecast. When multiplying the initial stock with one plus the 
forecast error 50 percent of the initial stock is added to the final stock.  
 
Example: Sales quantity = 75 (SKU/day) 
    Forecast quantity = 50 (SKU/day) 
    Forecast error = (75-50)/50= 0,5 = 50% 
    Lead- time = 8 days 
    Demand during lead-time (forecast quantity) = 8*50= 400 SKU 
    Demand during lead-time (sales quantity) = 8*75= 600 SKU 
    Final stock =400*(1+0,5) = 600 SKU                    
   
    All values are expected values.   
 
 



 

6.2.2 Forecast accuracy 
Even if the forecast error is centred around zero this does not have to mean that the forecast is 
reliable. It also needs to have a relatively small spread. A great standard deviation gives a less 
accurate forecast and should therefore raise the stock level while a small value on the standard 
deviation should have the opposite effect. 
 
 
6.2.3 Transport time accuracy 
How precise is the transportation time? The transport time accuracy tells us what confidence 
we can have on the expected transport time value. The standard deviation measures the spread 
and increases or decreases the final stock depending on the form of the normal distribution 
curve. 
 
 
6.2.4 Default values 
Sometimes the information available is not enough to make any conclusions. The use of 
default values is then recommended. What default value to use and when to use it does the 
user decide. More observations makes the model suitable for the studied case, while less 
observations puts a doubt into how good the obtained values will correspond to reality. 
 
 
6.3 The nature\characteristics of the product 
 
6.3.1 ABC-Classification 
Depending on whether a SKU is classified A, B, C, D or E the user is allowed to add or 
subtract days of coverage from the initial stock attributed to each SKU.  
 
6.3.2 Transport time 
SKUs can be produced in different factories and sold on different markets, all located more or 
less close to each other. In our case the transport time is the same for all SKUs as only one 
kind of products altogether produced in the same factory is studied.  
 
6.3.3 Dependence 
Local- or central- copackaged SKUs are composed of factory SKUs. If the final SKUs and the 
components are sold at the same market, i.e. stored at the same warehouse a certain amount of 
the initial stock for the final SKU can be held as components. Differentiation is postponed and 
risks due to uncertainties in demand are reduced. How much of the final SKUs stock that 
should be transferred to its component/components is indicated by the user in percentage of 
the final SKUs stock. 
 
 
 6.4 The customer demands 
 
6.4.1 Service level 
Different service levels can be demanded by the customers or the company might have set 
their own objectives in terms of how often backorders are allowed to occur. A high service 
level demands more SKUs in the stock to diminish the risks for backorders while a lower 
service level tolerates a lower stock level.  
 
 



 

6.5 Total stock model 
Using the formula for safety stock discussed in the frame of reference and putting together all 
factors (except for the dependence) influencing on the size of the stock gives us the following 
expression for calculating the total stock: 
 
 
 
Equation 25: 
 
Where: 
TS=Total stock (units)   
T=Transport time (time units) 
F=Forecasted demand (units/time unit) 
E=Forecast error (%) ( (sales quantity-forecast quantity)/forecast quantity) 
C = Extra days of coverage based on class A, B, C, D or E (time units) 
k=Safety factor (from normal distribution table) 
σT= Standard deviation of transport time 
σF= Standard deviation of  forecast error 
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7. Preparing the model input 
 
Roughly all the input needed for the stock calculations already exists, the problem is to put 
them together and convert them into convenient data that can be used in the final stock 
calculations. Some of the data is updated as often as each month. Gathering information is a 
time consuming work, therefore four different Macros, one for each kind of data, has been 
created to automatisize this process. Another advantage by using the Macro is the reduction of 
risk for errors. When data are put together by hand they can easily be mixed up or associated 
to the wrong SKU, month, warehouse factory etc. A macro on the other hand, has once 
completed, almost no possibility of making such errors. Furthermore a macro only allows the 
data to be in a special format that can not be changed which contributes to more standardised 
input files. 
 
There is one macro gathering data for each of the following: 
ABC-classification 
Forecast accuracy + forecast error 
Forecast quantity 
Dependence 
 
 
Every one of the four macros are built in similar ways and the layout of the Excel files is 
almost identical. This is to make a more standardized procedure that facilitates for the user. 
The Excel files containing the macros are called output files. After running the macro, it is in 
these the required data is found. Each output file has an input file from which the macro gets 
the data to be put in the output files. The input files can change when updated versions are 
available but have imperatively to be in the same format as previous input files or they will 
not be accepted by the macros. Before being able to use the macros the WID-codes3 and the 
descriptions of the SKUs to be studied are filled out in the Excel files. 
 
7.1 WID-codes and descriptions 
First of all we need to get the WID-codes for which we want to calculate the safety stock. The 
codes are to be found in the appropriate “ExtractWID”. The ExtractWID is an Excel version 
of the WID that is updated monthly. The information in the WID is too abundant to fit in one 
Excel file; for that reason there are different extracts depending on what data one is looking 
for. It is important to choose the right version, but also the latest version as new products are 
created continually. Once the ExtractWID corresponding to the wanted information is found, 
sort out (with Excel filter) the codes for which the stock is to be calculated. These codes and 
their descriptions are the starting point for everything to follow. The following example is 
how we would do to get the codes corresponding to the criteria defined in the section “The 
model-restrictions” 
 
Example: You want the codes for all lighters coming from the factory BJ75, sold in 
Switzerland that is not OB1 or OB24. 
 

                                                           
3 The WID is a world wide database containing all BIC’s products. Each product is identified by a unique code 
called the WID-code. 
4 OB1= SKU no longer produced but still in inventory, OB2=SKU no longer produced, no longer in inventory 



 

1. Choose the ExtractWID named: Marketed_To_Sub_200NO_yyyymmdd.csv 
(Marketed_To_Sub contains information about where the products are sold, 200=lighter, 
NO=Not OB1 or OB2).  
 
2. Filter the data as below: 
Manufacturing Site Desc= BJ 75 fact.  
Sub Designation= Bic Switzerland sub. 
 
(Alternatively 
Sub Code= 3302001 
Manufacturing Site Code= 1073001) 
 
3. Copy the WID codes and the descriptions 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10: An example of WID codes and descriptions of SKUs  

 
 
7.2 Data for ABC-classification 
 
7.2.1 Output file ABC Classification 
The output file ABC CH-original is originally empty; it is only a frame to use for treating the 
data. Start with activating cell A4 (first empty cell to the left) and paste the codes and 
descriptions obtained from the extract WID.  
 
On the top of the file there are two textboxes, one for indicating the name of the input file and 
one to specify the area. Before commencing the macro make sure that your input file is open 
and that the file name entered in the textbox on top of the page corresponds to the name of 
your input file (example: ABC-analyse.xls). The name of the area in the textbox should match 
the name of the area in the input file (example: Switzerland). Spelling has to be exact or the 
macro will not find the file or corresponding data. Start the macro by clicking at the button 
“Get ABC”. 
 
 

WID Code Description 
801947 LI J6MAXI AST 250 INT 
801932 LI J1MAXI AST 50 INT 
801939 LI J3SLIM TR AST LG 50 INT 
800211 LI J5MINI WHI 50 INT 
800217 LI J5MINI BLK 50 INT 
800220 LI J5MINI RED 50 INT 
801943 LI J5MINI AST 50 INT 
801940 LI J5MINI GOLD LG 50 INT 
802160 LI J5MINI PAS LG 50 INT 
801945 LI J6MAXI AST 50 INT 
800878 LI J6MAXI SER TWI 50 INT 



 

Figure 11:The output file ABC CH-original ready for starting the macro GetABC. 

 
 
7.2.2 Input file ABC-classification 
ABC-classification is done regularly and the latest version of an Excel file with, this and other 
information about the different SKUs, can be found on the local network at Bic. One and the 
same product can have different classification depending on the area; therefore there are 
several sheets in the Excel file, one for each area and one global sheet containing information 
about all areas. Verify that the sheet with the global information or the sheet corresponding to 
the area you are interesting in are activated. Choosing the sheet with only the selected area 
speeds up the macro as it contains less SKUs to search through before finding or not finding a 
match. The format of the input file needs to be the same as previous versions of the ABC-
classification files (for an example compare with file ABC-analyse). 
 
7.2.3 Macro “Get ABC” 
Attached to the output file ABC CH-original is the macro GetABC. This macro gets the WID-
codes from the output file one by one and searches through the input file for a match, at the 
same time verifying that the area in the input file corresponds to the area indicated in the 
textbox in the output file. If a match is found the macro gets the A, B, C, D or E classification 
associated with the actual code and writes it in the first empty column, next to the code and 
description in the output file. Normally the classifications will be written in column C , the 
reason for choosing the first empty cell in a row and not always column C is to allow the user 
to run different input files and maybe from several time periods but also for different areas 
and then be able to easily compare the obtained article classifications. One can for instance 
verify that that global list is being consistent with the area specific list. If the macro did not 
find a code in the input file that is the same as the one in the output file nothing will happen 
and the cell will be left empty. When making comparisons by using several input files or areas 
it is recommended to put a cross or some other character in empty cells to later without doubt 
be capable to distinguish from which input file/area the classification came. For details about 
the code see appendix 1 Macro GetABC. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Figure 12:Results obtained by running the macro GetABC twice with different areas, a 
comparison between the article classifications for the same SKUs in Switzerland and in 
France. After the first run a cross (x) is put in all empty cells in the Swiss column to stop the 
classifications for France to be put here in the second run.   

 
7.2.4 Errors  
If the instructions of how to use the output file or input file has not been respected errors 
might occur. Beneath you can find some of the most common errors. The errors shown here is 
from the French version of Excel, the error number stays the same in all languages but the 
explanation changes. 
 
Error example 1: The macro stops and a window like the one inFigure 1Figure 13 below is 
shown 
 

Figure 13:VBA execution error number 9. 

 
 
Cause: Input file not open or the name in the textbox is not corresponding to the name of the 
input file.  
Solution: Verify that the input file is open and that the name in the textbox corresponds to the 
name of the input file 
 
 
Error example 2: The Macro stops and a window like the one in Figure 14 below is shown 
 



 

 

Figure 14:VBA execution error number 13. 

 
Cause: The input file does not have the same format as the file “ABC-analyse” or it contains 
no valid data (like #N/A) in the columns where we can find the WID code or the A, B, C, D 
or E-value.   
Solution: Make sure that the format of the file is the same as the file “ABC-analyse” and/or 
that it does not contain any non valid data in the columns where we can find the WID code or 
the A, B, C, D or E-value.   
 
 
Error example 3: When the Macro has finished the file “ABC CH-original” looks exactly like 
before (no values found). 
Cause:  The name of the area does not correspond to any area in the input file or the input file 
does not have the same format as the file “ABC-analyse, therefore the macro finds no 
corresponding data (example: the WID code is not compared to WID code but to what is in the 
column where the WID code where supposed to be). Another reason can be that the wrong 
sheet in the input file is activated.  
 
Solution: Make sure that the name of the area in the textbox is the same as the area in the 
input file and that the format of the file is the same as the file “ABC-analyse” (WID code in 
column F Class value in column I) 
 
If some of the codes do not have any A, B, C, D or E value it is completely normal. This 
means these codes were not listed in the input file.  
 



 

7.3 Data for forecast accuracy + forecast error 
 
7.3.1 Output file forecast accuracy + forecast error 
Fcst accuracy+error CH-original has when first opened roughly the same layout as the ABC 
CH-original. As the forecasts, and hence the forecast errors, are done area by area and kept in 
different files no textbox specifying the area is necessary. The exact unchanged codes and 
descriptions as used in the ABC-classification file, extracted from the WID should be pasted 
into the output file in the same way, starting at cell A4 (first empty cell to the right). Even 
here be precise when indicating the name of the input file before launching the macro by 
clicking at the button “Get forecast error”. 
 

 

Figure 15:The output file Fcst accuracy+error CH-original ready for starting the macro 
GetFcstError. 

 
 
7.3.2 Input file forecast accuracy + forecast error 
A software called ESIS-forecast allows you to, by using its cubes to put together data using 
different criteria. These data can then be exported into an Excel file and is used as input file. 
New information is entered into the cubes every forth week which means that our input file 
will change monthly. Ultimately the cube will contain observations for three years, or 36 
months back in time. Today data is only available for 24 months. This means that the number 
of values in the input file is increasing by one each month until the final value of 36 is 
obtained. Often is the forecast error indicated in absolute values, as it normally is important 
only to know the amplitude of the error, not in what direction, plus or minus, it was wrong. In 
our case, the sign has to be kept in order to adjust the biases correctly.  
 
A flaw with this report is that there is no way to distinguish the different meanings of a zero. 
A forecast error equal to zero could mean an excellent forecast but also that there was no 
forecast at all. As the later case is more common this is the signification giving to all zeros 
related to forecast errors throughout the report. 
 
 
7.3.3 Macro “Get forecast error” 
 As the number of forecast error values to get changes each month the macro first of all looks 
up how many values that is available in the input file. Codes and descriptions in the output 
file are compared with those in the input file to find a match. At the same time as the macro is 
getting all forecast error values it calculates the number of observations that is not equal to 
zero and the sum of all forecast errors. If the number of observations is larger than zero the 
sum is later used to calculate the mean value and the standard deviation of the forecast errors 



 

by using the methods of estimation discussed in the theory part. For more details about the 
code see appendix 2 Macro “Get forecast error”. 
 
7.3.4 Errors  
The errors that might occur is roughly the same as above in the section about ABC-
classification but applied to the files concerning forecast errors. 
 
 
 



 

7.4 Data for forecast quantity 
 
7.4.1 Output file forecast quantity 
The output file Fcst quantity CH-original is almost an exact copy of the output file for the 
forecast error. The only difference is the name on the button that launches the macro and the 
name to put in the textbox indicating the name of the input file. Follow the same procedure as 
above to get ready to launch the macro. 
 
 

 

Figure 16:The output file Fcst quantity CH-original ready for starting the macro 
GetFcstQuant. 

 
7.4.2 Input file forecast quantity 
Just like the input file for forecast error this input file is obtained from the cubes in ESIS-
forecast. Therefore even in this case the number of values available will change over time, 
from the actual number of 24 till the maximum number of 36. 
 
Once again we have a double meaning of zeros. A zero can mean that the expected number of 
a certain SKU, to be sold was none, or it could mean that we had no forecast information at 
all. As the forecast rarely is equal to zero all zeros in the input file is considered to be cases 
where no information is available.  
 
7.4.3 Macro “Get forecast quantity” 
As the input- and the output file are both almost identical to the ones for forecast error the 
macro is so too. No standard deviation is calculated, only the mean value of the forecasts per 
day and the number of observations. For more details about the code see appendix 3 Macro 
“Get forecast error”. 
 
7.4.4 Errors  
The errors that might occur is roughly the same as above in the section about ABC-
classification but applied to the files concerning forecast quantity. 
 
 
 



 

7.5 Data for Dependence 
 
7.5.1 Output file Dependence 
Before the start of the macro the output file Dependence CH-original looks and is treated the 
same way as the other input files earlier mentioned.  
 
 

 

Figure 17:The output file Dependence CH-original ready for starting the macro GetDepend. 

 
 
7.5.2 Input file Dependence 
Information about the bill of materials of the different SKUs is kept in the WID and can be 
found in an appropriate extract WID (BOM_Informations_CPK_yyyymmdd), just like the 
WID-codes. In the file “parent items” that is composed by a certain, indicated number, of 
“components” are listed, each time presented as SKUs using the WID-codes as references. 
The excel file with the extract WID can be used as input file without changes.  
 
 
7.5.3 Macro “Get Dependence” 
The macro GetDepend has as origin the WID-codes that we want to examine. It searches 
through the input file to find all codes that has the current code as component. Once a match 
found the macro has to transfer two data to the output file, the code of the parent item and the 
number of components of the kind we are looking for that is contained in the final SKU. As 
these two data are to be stored together an extra line is inserted every second line in the output 
file. The number of components of the kind that was first listed in the file that the parent item 
contains is then indicated under the corresponding code. In the extract WID all products from 
different subs are listed together. We want to take into account only the parent items sold in 
our selected sub. Therefore the macro verifies that all parent items also exist among the WID-
codes in our output file. For more details about the code see appendix 4 Macro “Get 
dependence”. 
 
 



 

 
 

Figure 18:The output file Depemdence CH-original after running the macro GetDepend. An 
extra line has been inserted every second line, permitting to write out both the WID-codes of 
the parent items and the number of components contained in it. 

 
 
7.5.4 Errors  
The errors that might occur is roughly the same as above in the section about ABC-
classification but applied to the files concerning dependence. 
 
 
 



 

8. The final application, SS-stock calculations 
All the data sorted out by the macros can now be put together in the final application, the 
Excel file SS-stock calculations. It is in this file all theories discussed earlier will be applied 
and put into practice. SS-stock calculations contains three sheets, WID-codes SS-calculation, 
Dependence and Safety factor k. The later is never to be touched (unless of course the way of 
calculating the service level changes), a list of the k values for different service levels is listed 
in accordance to SERV2. The entire output obtained after running the macro in the 
Dependence file is pasted into the Dependence sheet. For the codes to start in the right cell the 
titles of the columns is protected and locked for users. Only by using a special password the 
format of the sheet can be changed. WID-codes SS-calculation is the starting point for the 
macros and also where the results of the stock calculations later will be displayed. The results 
can even be shown in form of a graph if the user wishes to. 
 
8.1 WID-codes SS-calculation 
Three different parts can be distinguished in this sheet. One yellow part containing general 
information and parameters valid for all WID-codes concerned, one white part that initially is 
empty and where all the WID-codes and the information obtained about these should be 
entered and finally a blue part where the results will be displayed after running the macros.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 19:Overview of the sheet WID-codes SS-calculatons divided into thre sections, section 
1 (red), section 2 (blue) and section 3 (green). 

 
 



 

 

Figure 20:The sheet WID-codes SS-calculation has one yellow, general part and one white, 
SKU specific part. Close up of section 1(red) from Figure 19. 

  
 

 

Figure 21:The sheet WID-codes SS-calculation has one yellow, general part and one white, 
SKU specific part. Close up of section 2(blue) from Figure 19. 

 
 



 

 

 

Figure 22:The sheet WID-codes SS-calculations blue part where the results will be displayed. 
Close up of section 3 (green) from Figure 19. 

 
 
8.1.1 Yellow-general part 
In the yellow-general part the user can enter the values of several different parameters and 
make choices that more or less affect the final results: 
 

 Transport time, mean  
 Transport time, standard deviation 
 Service level (Service factor k) 
 Extra days of coverage, for class A, B, C, D or E products 
 Default < values, minimum number of observations before using default values 
 Dependence factor, percentage of stock to be transferred from parent item to 

component 
 Which values to be used as default values for the stock and the forecast quantity 

 
 
Transport time, mean  
Transportation time from the factory to the warehouse is obtained from statistical data as 
explained above. The already calculated mean value should here be entered into the final 
application 
 



 

Transport time, standard deviation 
To know the accuracy of the mean transportation time, the standard deviation of this value 
also has to be present when the calculations are done. 
 
Service level (Service factor k) 
Different demands are set by the customer concerning the availability of products. This is 
taken into account by using the service level. The percentage value of the service level should 
be entered in decimal form (example: 98% = 0.98). It is totally up to the user to decide how 
high or low this value should be. Depending on the choice of the service level a value of the 
safety factor k is automatically generated from a normal distribution table in the sheet Safety 
factor k. This safety factor is in a protected cell and can only be changed indirectly by 
changing the service level. No possibility of choosing different service levels for different 
products is given. 
 
Extra days of coverage, for class A, B, C, D or E products 
When the user wants to affect the size of the stock depending on the class of the different 
SKUs she/he can here enter the extra days of coverage that is to be given to the SKUs 
classified as A, B, C, D or E. The value can be either positive or negative giving the user the 
choice to either raise or lower the stock level. If the class is considered as unimportant for the 
final result the extra days of coverage can be left blank and hence is not taken into 
consideration in further calculations. 
 
Dependence factor 
The dependence factor decides how many percent of the parent item’s stock that should be 
transferred to the component’s stock (example: You wish that half of the safety stock for 
parent items should be held in form of components. You should choose dependence factor 
=0.5.) This percentage value has to be written in decimal form (example: 50% = 0.5). No 
SKU specific values can be set, the dependence factor is general and the same for all 
products. 
  
Default < values, minimum number of observations before using default values 
In this textbox is to be entered the minimum number of observations demanded for the 
statistic data to be considered as reliable and used in the calculations. If a SKU has less 
number of observations than this value a corresponding default value will be used.  
 
Choices between values to be used as default values for the stock and the forecast 
quantity 
For each default value, stock (days of coverage) or forecast quantity, there are two 
possibilities, max value or other value. By checking a checkbox the user makes hers/his 
choice. Noting more has to be done if the max value is chosen; the macro gets later the 
corresponding max value of all SKUs in the file. If other value is the one to be applied the 
user himself has to choose a value and enter it into the related cell. This value is decided 
completely by the user. When no special directives is given it can be recommended to use 
mean, median or minimum values which can be obtained by a test run of the model before the 
proper run.  
 
These values are as mentioned earlier not SKU specific but affects all related SKUs in the 
model. All cells in the yellow part that is not to be changed are protected.   
 
 



 

8.1.2 White-SKU specific part 
The white part of the sheet WID-codes SS-calculations is initially empty and is to be filled out 
with information earlier collected by the user in the output files ABC-classification, Forecast 
accuracy + forecast error, Forecast quantity. Titles indicate where certain information should 
be placed. The only thing to do is to copy the wanted column from the output file and paste it 
into the right column in the sheet WID-codes SS-calculations. Even though it is important to 
verify that no information is wrongly placed or mixed up between SKUs. 
 
8.1.3 Blue-result part 
This part is filled out by the macro once it has finished running and contains the safety stock 
and the total stock both in units (SKUs) and days of coverage. To give a better overview there 
is also a possibility to display the results in a graph by clicking on the button show graph (to 
hide the graph just click once more on the button show graph and the graph will disappear). A 
small macro controls the hiding and showing of the graph. For detailes about the code see 
appendix 5 Macro Show graph. 
 
 

 

Figure 23:For a better overview a graph can be displayed by clicking the button show graph.     

 
8.1.4 Macro “Stock Calculate” 
To be able to calculate the results built on the information gathered in the sheet WID-codes 
SS-calculations in an easy way the macro Stock Calculate is used. The macro is based on the 
special developed formula for calculating safety stocks and total stock discussed earlier: 
 
 
 
   
 
 
For each WID-code in the sheet WID-codes SS-calculations it gets the required information 
and does the calculations row by row. First the macro only calculates the stock for the SKUs 
that have their number of observations equal to or greater than the minimum number of 
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observations required. Both values of number of observations needs to fulfil the criteria for 
the macro to consider the SKU as a SKU that does not need any default values. If the SKU 
does not have enough observations the text of the whole row with the actual SKU will be 
displayed in italic and all default values used is displayed in red. Furthermore rows of SKUs 
is given different text colours depending on their class A-blue, class B-yellow, class C- cyan, 
class D-pink and class E-green.  
 
 

 

Figure 24:Rows are giving different text colours depending on their classes A, B, C, D or E. If 
the SKU has insufficient or not enough data the text is put into italic and all default values 
used are coloured red. 

 
Once the macro has gone through the codes one time it has also calculated the maximum 
values. These can now be put as default values where values are missing or not sufficient. If 
the user does not wish to use max values as default values the value entered into other value 
will instead be filling out blanks and replacing unreliable data. For the safety stock part of the 
results there is no default values, instead a text in red will appear telling us that there is not 
enough observations. 
 
 

 

Figure 25: If data for calculating safety stock is unavailable or insufficient no default value is 
used. Instead a text saying “Not enough observations” will appear. 

 
Last of all the macro selects the range of data to be illustrated in the graph. The reason why 
this has to be done this frequently is that the number of SKUs for which the stock is 
calculated and thus the reference area of the graph regularly changes. For details about the 
code see appendix 6 Macro Stock Calculate. 
 
 



 

8.1.5 Macro “Dependence” 
While running the macro Stock calculate no consideration is taken to the dependence between 
SKUs and the suggested stock transfer between these. The results obtained can be said to be a 
first step, which by itself can be fully sufficient if dependences between products is of little 
importance. It can also be interesting to compare results with or without stock transfers from 
parent items to components. Macro Dependence selects one code in the sheet WID-codes SS-
calculations and searches through the codes in the sheet Dependence to see if the 
corresponding code has any parent items containing the actual WID-code as component. We 
know how many percent of the parent item’s stock we want to keep as component stock (the 
value of the dependence factor), therefore the quantity to be transferred can easily be 
subtracted from the parent item’s stock in the sheet WID-codes SS-calculations. Later we 
similarly want to add this quantity to the component stock in the same sheet. The problem is 
that almost no parent item is produced out of one component but of parts or multiples of 
these. Therefore the quantity of the component that is contained in the parent item has to be 
multiplied by the quantity of the stock to be transferred. 
 
Example: The WID-code 801939 is a tray made out of 50 J3 lighters. SKU 826663 contains 
the same lighter but is only a package of 5 lighters. Hence is SKU 826663 composed by 0,1 
SKUs of 801939. Initial stock for the 82663, package of 5 is 100 SKUs. If the user has chosen 
a dependence factor equal to 50% half of the 100 packages of 5 lighters should be transferred 
to the components stock and be held as trays of 50. The stockin number of SKUs to ad to the 
SKU 801939 J3 tray of 50 is thus 100*0,1*0,5 = 5.  
 
After the calculation of the new stock in days of coverage the stock in units can easily be 
determined by using the forecast quantity value. Somehow it can be seen as misguiding to 
show this stock as days of coverage in the measures of the component as it also can contain 
SKUs that is to be used by parent item SKUs that may not have the same forecasted quantities 
to be sold per day. In similar cases one can consider to use the quantity of stock in units 
instead of the quantity of stock in days of coverage. For details about the code see appendix 7 
Macro Dependence.  
 
9. Discussion 
The final application could easily be made more automatized. For instance is the employment 
of the four output files unnecessary, needed data could be transferred directly from the input 
files directly to the file SS-stock calculations. The more automatized a model is the harder it is 
for a user to follow the calculations. It would for example be very problematical to verify the 
correctness of values and spot extreme values. In addition a better overview and 
understanding of the origin of the values is offered. If data was to be entered directly into the 
file SS-stock calculations there had to be somewhere to tell the macro from which files to get 
the information, having four different filenames to handle at the same time could clearly lead 
to mix-ups. An alternative could be to give less freedom to the user by putting the name of the 
input files directly in the macro, forcing all the files to be named the same way time after 
time.  
 
In the proposed model the user is given quite a lot of freedom. Many parameters and input 
values can be, and is to be, changed by the user. This allows the model to better fit into 
different scenarios and cases but it also transfers much of the responsibility to the user. If 
choices of values are erroneous the results will be so as well. The user needs to have a good 
knowledge about the system, policies and goals of the company but should even be at ease 
with the theory behind the model.  



 

 
Experimenting with different parameters is another way of using the model. By changing the 
value of one parameter at a time the effects of raising or lowering certain values can be 
studied. Consequently can the model be used as a helping hand while making decisions about 
where an effort of lowering the inventory level would have the greatest effect. The model can 
additionally be used as a tool when illustrating for people not that familiar with stock theory 
how changes in for example transport time and forecast accuracy is affecting the stock levels. 
 
When considering the stock transfer between “parent items” and “components” it can 
somehow be seen as misguiding to show the stock as days of coverage in the measures of the 
component as it also can contain SKUs that is to be used by parent item SKUs that may not 
have the same forecasted quantities to be sold per day. In similar cases one can consider to 
use the quantity of stock in units instead of the quantity of stock in days of coverage.  
 
Many cells are protected and can only be changed by authorised people. This is an example of 
the principle of least privilege (Deitel & Deitel 2003) which states that each user should be 
granted the most restrictive set of privileges needed for the performance of the task. 
Application of this principle often limits the damage that can result from accident, error, or 
unauthorized use of an information system.  
 
In the model various search algorithms could have been used to speed up the macros which 
sometimes can be slow, especially when handling many SKUs at a time. If/when satisfied 
with the model Bic plans to internally develop a software based on the proposed model. 
Therefore in this stage of the project no time optimising is treated.  
 
 
10. Conclusion 
Safety stock is a cure against uncertainties. Numerous parameters throughout the whole 
distribution system need to be considered as well as the nature of the products. Already 
existing theoretical models are often general and hard to directly apply on a real life case. 
Qualitative information needs to be transformed into quantitative results and conflicts 
between interests must be resolved in an overall satisfying way. Furthermore should a useful 
model be easy to use and understand. Regrettably can the complexity of the real world never 
be fully represented in a model. 
 
The model proposed in this thesis extends well known safety stock theories with parameters 
specific for the needs at Bic. It is not only a help when deciding the safety stock level but 
facilitates also the often time consuming information gathering. The input data for the model 
is in different formats and stored at several departments and information systems within the 
company. In the final model data that has been arranged by automatized Macros is put 
together in one single file. A good overview of the data influencing the safety stock size is 
hence gained before the stock level calculations are done.  
 
To a great extent freedom and decision-making lays on the user. This allows a more flexible 
model but imposes that the user is familiar with underlying theories in stock calculations. 
 
 

 



 

11.Further work 
The proposed model is limited to study only one warehouse, one kind of products and one 
factory at a time. It could be interesting to expand the model to contain all products in a 
warehouse. Other parameters that could affect the safety stock level and that has not been 
studied here should also be analysed to make the model more complete. Examples of such 
could be the transport frequency and the difference between forecast lags5.   
 
As mentioned earlier in this report many SKUs is replaced regularly by new similar SKUs. 
These substitutes have no history and no data to be used in safety stock calculations. A better 
way of taking advantage of old information in such cases would make the safety stock levels 
for the new products up-to-date more rapidly and the use of default values could consequently 
be diminished. 
 
Further improvements concerning the user interface and the programming of the macros is as 
well possible. For instance could the alternatives for default values be expanded to contain 
even mean and min values. 
 
 
 
     
 

                                                           
5 Forecasts are made up till 15 months ahead in time and updated regularly, the first forecast is called lag 15, the 
second lag 14 and so on until lag 0. The forecast accuracy is only obtained from the values in lag 0. Sometimes 
production needs to be planned more than one month ahead therefore can great fluctuations between the lags 
raise the uncertainty and could consequently affect the safety stock level. 
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Appendix 1. Macro “GetABC” 
 
Private Sub CommandButton1_Click()  'Starts the macro GetABC when clicking on the 
button  
Call Module1.GetABC   
End Sub 
 
Sub GetABC() 
 
Dim WidCodeCHCell As String            'declaration of variables 
Dim WidCodeABCCell As String 
Dim AreaCell As String 
Dim ClassCell As String 
Dim n As Integer 
Dim m As Integer 
Dim Class As String 
Dim WidCodeCH As String 
Dim WidCodeABC As String 
Dim nSlut, mSlut As Long 
Dim Infile, RefArea As String 
 
         
Range("A3:A4").Select 
Range(Selection, Selection.End(xlDown)).Select          'select all the non empty cells in 
column A, data beginning at row 3 
nSlut = Selection.Rows.Count                                         'count the number of non empty rows 
 
RefArea = Worksheets("BJ75 ABC").TextBox2.Value         'get the name of the area file from 
the  secound textbox 
                                                         
Infile = Worksheets("BJ75 ABC").TextBox1.Value          'get the name of the input file from 
the  first textbox 
      
Windows(Infile).Activate 
Range("A12:A13").Select 
Range(Selection, Selection.End(xlDown)).Select          'select all the non empty cells in 
column A, data beginning at row 12 
mSlut = Selection.Rows.Count                            'Count the number of non empty rows 
      
      
      
For n = 4 To (nSlut + 2)                                'Do for all non empty rows, (row number n, add 2 
as we start counting on 3 "Range("A3:A4").Select") 
 
     ThisWorkbook.Activate 
     WidCodeCHCell = "A" & n 
     WidCodeCH = Range([WidCodeCHCell]).Value           'get the WIDcode from this 
workbook 
           



 

                 
    For m = 12 To (mSlut + 11)                              'Do for all non empty rows, (row number m, 
add 11 as we start                                                                                                                                                  
counting on 12 "Range("A12:A13").Select") 
   
        Windows(Infile).Activate 
        WidCodeABCCell = "F" & m 
        WidCodeABC = Range([WidCodeABCCell]).Value        'get the WIDcode from the 
input file 
         
        AreaCell = "A" & m 
        Area = Range([AreaCell]).Value                      'get the area from the input file (This part 
only necessary if all areas are mixed in the same sheet) 
         
        If (WidCodeABC = WidCodeCH) And (Area = RefArea) Then     'check if the WIDcodes 
from the two files is the same and that the area is the one you want 
         
          ClassCell = "I" & m                 'get the location of the class value 
          Class = Range([ClassCell]).Value    'get the value of the class 
         
          ThisWorkbook.Activate                 'Activate the output file 
          Range([WidCodeCHCell]).Select         'select the cell on the row where to put the class 
value 
          Selection.End(xlToRight).Select       'select the last non empty cell 
          Selection.Offset(0, 1) = Class        'write the class value next to the last non empty cell       
   
       
        End If 
      
     Next m 
Next n 
     
End Sub 
 
 
 



 

Appendix 2. Macro ”Get forecast error” 
 
Private Sub CommandButton1_Click() 
Call Module1.GetFcstError       'Starts the macro GetFcstError when clicking on the button 
End Sub 
 
Sub GetFcstError() 
 
Dim WidCodeCHCell As String                             'Declaration of variables 
Dim DescriptionCHCell As String 
Dim WidCodeFcstCell As String 
Dim FcstCell As String 
Dim n As Integer 
Dim m As Integer 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim Fcst As Double 
Dim WidCodeCH As String 
Dim WidCodeFcst As String 
Dim DescriptionCH As String 
Dim CodeDesc As String 
Dim nSlut, mSlut, iSlut As Long 
Dim Infile As String 
Dim FcstNr As Double 
 
Nbo = 0                                                'set number of observations till 0 
Sum = 0                                                'set sum=0 
SumStdv = 0                                            'set sum stdv=0 
              
              
Range("A3:A4").Select 
Range(Selection, Selection.End(xlDown)).Select              'Select all the non empty cells in 
column A, data begining at row 3 
nSlut = Selection.Rows.Count                                'Count the number of non empty rows 
      
Infile = ActiveSheet.TextBox1.Value                         'get the name of the input file 
      
Windows(Infile).Activate 
Cells.Select                                                   'Select all cells 
    
   Selection.Replace What:="/0", Replacement:="0", LookAt:=xlPart, _ 
   SearchOrder:=xlByRows, MatchCase:=False, SearchFormat:=False, _ 
   ReplaceFormat:=False                                                   'change all the /0 to 0 (so it is not in 
format text) 
 
Range("B2:B3").Select 
Range(Selection, Selection.End(xlDown)).Select              'Select all the non empty cells in 
column B, data begining at row 2 
mSlut = Selection.Rows.Count                                'Count the number of non empty rows 
      



 

Range("C1:D1").Select                                       'Select all the non empty cells in row 1, data 
begining at column C 
Range(Selection, Selection.End(xlToRight)).Select           'Count the number of non empty 
columns 
iSlut = Selection.Columns.Count 
      
ThisWorkbook.Activate 
Range("A3").Select 
Selection.Offset(0, iSlut + 2) = "Fcst error (mean)"         'write out the titels of the columns 
Selection.Offset(0, iSlut + 3) = "Fcst error (stdv)" 
Selection.Offset(0, iSlut + 4) = "Nbr of observations" 
                  
 
 
For n = 4 To (nSlut + 2)                                    'Do for all non empty rows, (row number n, 
add 2 as we start counting on 3 "Range("A3:A4").Select") 
 
     ThisWorkbook.Activate 
     WidCodeCHCell = "A" & n 
     WidCodeCH = Range([WidCodeCHCell]).Value               'get the WIDcode from this 
workbook 
      
     DescriptionCHCell = "B" & n 
     DescriptionCH = Range([DescriptionCHCell]).Value       'get the description from this 
workbook 
      
     CodeDesc = (WidCodeCH) & " " & (DescriptionCH)         'put together the WID code and 
the description (necessary to be able to compare with the data in the input file which is in this 
format) 
      
             
    For m = 2 To mSlut                                      'Do for all non empty rows, (row number m) 
     
        Windows(Infile).Activate 
        WidCodeFcstCell = "A" & m 
        WidCodeFcst = Range([WidCodeFcstCell]).Value        'get the WIDcode+the description 
from the input file 
                            
               
         If (WidCodeFcst = CodeDesc) Then                   'check if the WIDcodes+description 
from the two files is the same 
         
                      
            For i = 1 To iSlut                               'Do for all non empty columns in the input 
file,substract 1 as the last value is the total sum of all forcasts 
         
         
             Windows(Infile).Activate 
             Range([WidCodeFcstCell]).Select 



 

             Selection.Offset(0, i).Select                  'select the cell next to the one you looked at 
before 
             Fcst = Selection.Value                         'get the forecast value 
         
                  
             ThisWorkbook.Activate 
             Range([WidCodeCHCell]).Select 
             Selection.End(xlToRight).Select                'select the last cell to the right in the row 
where you found the corresponding code 
             Selection.Offset(0, 1) = Fcst                  'write the value in the cell next to the last non 
empty cell in the row where you found the corresponding code 
              
         
              If (Fcst <> 0) Then                           'if forecast is not 0 
              Sum = Sum + Fcst                              'add the forecast to the sum 
              Nbo = Nbo + 1                                 'add 1 to the number of observations 
              End If 
         
         
         
            Next i 
               
             If (Nbo <> 0) Then                                 'to avoid division by 0 
             Range([WidCodeCHCell]).Select 
             Selection.Offset(0, iSlut + 2) = Sum / Nbo         'calculate the mean value 
             End If 
              
             Selection.Offset(0, iSlut + 4) = Nbo               'write the number of observations 
             
             SumStdv = 0                                        'set the summ used for calculations of the 
standrad deviation to 0 before starting 
             For k = 3 To iSlut + 1                             'do for all the values in the row (n) 
             x = Cells(n, k).Value                              'get the value of the cell (n=number of 
row,k=number of column) 
             
             If (x <> 0) Then                                   'Do not take into account values =0 
             SumStdv = SumStdv + ((x - (Sum / Nbo)) ^ 2)        'Calculate the standard deviation 
             End If 
             
             Next k 
             
             If ((Nbo - 1) <> 0) Then   'If Nbo=1 the denominator becomes=0 which is not 
allowed, furthermore, if we have only one value there is no varians 
             Selection.Offset(0, iSlut + 3) = (SumStdv / (Nbo - 1)) ^ 0.5 'calculate the standard 
deviation 
             End If 
             
             Sum = 0                                                'set sum=0 for the next article 
             Nbo = 0                                                'set Nbo=0 for the next article 



 

             SumStdv = 0                                           'set the summ used for calculations of the 
standrad deviation to 0 for the next article 
               
               
               
               
               
         End If 
      
     Next m 
 
Next n 
    
End Sub 
 



 

Appendix 3. Macro ”Get forecast quantity” 
 
Private Sub CommandButton1_Click() 'Starts the macro GetFcstQuant when clicking on the 
button 
Call Module1.GetFcstQuant 
 
End Sub 
 
 
Sub GetFcstQuant()   'For coments see file "Fcst accuracy CH-original.xls" 
 
Dim WidCodeCHCell As String 
Dim DescriptionCHCell As String 
Dim WidCodeFcstCell As String 
Dim FcstCell As String 
Dim n As Integer 
Dim m As Integer 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim Fcst As String 
Dim WidCodeCH As String 
Dim WidCodeFcst As String 
Dim DescriptionCH As String 
Dim CodeDesc As String 
Dim nSlut, mSlut, iSlut, Nbo As Long 
Dim Sum, x, SumStdv As Double 
Dim Infile As String 
       
Nbo = 0 
       
Range("A3:A4").Select 
Range(Selection, Selection.End(xlDown)).Select 
nSlut = Selection.Rows.Count 
    
Infile = ActiveSheet.TextBox1.Value 
     
Windows(Infile).Activate 
Range("C1:D1").Select 
Range(Selection, Selection.End(xlToRight)).Select 
iSlut = Selection.Columns.Count 
      
Range("B2:B3").Select 
Range(Selection, Selection.End(xlDown)).Select 
mSlut = Selection.Rows.Count 
  
ThisWorkbook.Activate 
Range("A3").Select 
Selection.Offset(0, iSlut + 1) = "Mean fcst units/time unit (days)" 
'Selection.Offset(0, iSlut + 2) = "Stdv" 
Selection.Offset(0, iSlut + 2) = "Nbr of observations" 
  



 

  
  
     
For n = 4 To (nSlut + 2) 
 
     ThisWorkbook.Activate 
     WidCodeCHCell = "A" & n 
     WidCodeCH = Range([WidCodeCHCell]).Value 
      
     DescriptionCHCell = "B" & n 
     DescriptionCH = Range([DescriptionCHCell]).Value 
      
     CodeDesc = (WidCodeCH) & " " & (DescriptionCH) 
               
     Windows(Infile).Activate 
                 
    For m = 2 To mSlut 
     
        Windows(Infile).Activate 
        WidCodeFcstCell = "B" & m 
        WidCodeFcst = Range([WidCodeFcstCell]).Value 
                
                
        If (WidCodeFcst = CodeDesc) Then 
                                
        For i = 1 To iSlut - 1 
         
          Windows(Infile).Activate 
          Range([WidCodeFcstCell]).Select 
          Selection.Offset(0, i).Select 
          Fcst = Selection.Value 
         
         
          ThisWorkbook.Activate 
          Range([WidCodeCHCell]).Select 
          Selection.End(xlToRight).Select 
          Selection.Offset(0, 1) = Fcst / 30.44                  'Divide by 30.44 to get the values in 
days 
                    
          If (Fcst / 30.44 <> 0) Then 
          Sum = Sum + (Fcst / 30.44) 
          Nbo = Nbo + 1 
          End If 
           
                      
        Next i 
         
            Range([WidCodeCHCell]).Select 
            Selection.Offset(0, iSlut + 1) = Sum / Nbo 
            Selection.Offset(0, iSlut + 2) = Nbo 



 

             
             
            Sum = 0 
            Nbo = 0 
             
        End If 
      
     Next m 
Next n 
     
End Sub 
 



 

Appendix 4. ”Get dependence” 
 
Private Sub CommandButton1_Click() 
Call Module1.GetDepend 'Starts the macro Getdepend when clicking on the button 
End Sub 
 
Sub GetDepend() 
 
Dim WidCodeCHCell As String                 'Declaration of variables 
Dim WidCodeComposantCell As String 
Dim ParentItemCell As String 
Dim NumberCell As String 
Dim InCHCell As String 
Dim n As Integer 
Dim m As Integer 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim ParentItem As String 
Dim WidCodeCH As String 
Dim WidCodeComposant As String 
Dim InCH As String 
Dim nSlut, mSlut As Long 
Dim Number As Double 
Dim Infile As String 
 
Range("A3:A4").Select 
Range(Selection, Selection.End(xlDown)).Select          'find the last non empty cell in column 
A 
nSlut = Selection.Rows.Count                            'count number of non empty rows 
      
Infile = Worksheets("BJ75").TextBox1.Value               'get the name of the file form which to 
get the data 
Windows(Infile).Activate 
 
Range("A1:A2").Select 
Range(Selection, Selection.End(xlDown)).Select              'find the last non empty cell in 
column A 
mSlut = Selection.Rows.Count                                'count number of non empty rows 
      
For n = 4 To (nSlut * 2 + 4)                                'do for all non empty rows in this workbook 
(nSlut) add 2 as we start counting on 3 multiply by 2 because there is one empty row being 
inserted after each row 
 
     ThisWorkbook.Activate 
     WidCodeCHCell = "A" & n 
     WidCodeCH = Range([WidCodeCHCell]).Value                 'get the WIDcode from this 
workbook 
     
        If ((n Mod 2) = 0) Then                               'for every secound row 
        Rows(n + 1).Select                                    'insert an empty row 
        Selection.Insert Shift:=xlDown 



 

        End If 
      
              
    For m = 2 To mSlut                                          'do for all non empty rows in the input 
file(mSlut) 
     
        Windows(Infile).Activate                                    'get the code of the composant 
        WidCodeComposantCell = "D" & m 
        WidCodeComposant = Range([WidCodeComposantCell]).Value 
     
      
        If (WidCodeComposant = WidCodeCH) Then                      'compare the code of the 
composant with the widcode 
         
        ParentItemCell = "B" & m                                    'if they are the same, get the number of 
composants that is contained in the parent item 
        ParentItem = Range([ParentItemCell]).Value 
        NumberCell = "C" & m 
        Number = Range([NumberCell]).Value 
 
                   
            For i = 4 To (nSlut * 2 + 4)                            'go through the codes that is soled in the 
selected area (it is in this workbook) to se if the composant is sold there 
             
            ThisWorkbook.Activate 
            InCHCell = "A" & i 
            InCH = Range([InCHCell]).Value 
             
             
                If (InCH = ParentItem) Then 
                                   
                    Range([WidCodeCHCell]).Select 
                    Selection.End(xlToRight).Select 
                    Selection.Offset(0, 1) = (ParentItem)           'if composant sold in the selected area 
(it is in this workbook) write out the WIDcode for the composant and the number of 
composants contained in the parent item next to the code of the parentitem 
                    Selection.Offset(1, 1) = (Number) 
                     
                                 
                End If 
             
            Next i 
         
        End If 
          
     Next m 
  
Next n 
End Sub 
 



 

 



 

Appendix 5. Macro Show Graph 
 
Sub Showgraph() 
If (ActiveSheet.ChartObjects("Graphique 13").Visible = False) Then 'If the graph is hidden 
ActiveSheet.ChartObjects("Graphique 13").Visible = True 'show the graph 
Else 
ActiveSheet.ChartObjects("Graphique 13").Visible = False 'hide the graph 
End If 
 
End Sub 
 
 



 

Appendix 6. Macro Stock Calculate 
 
 
Private Sub CheckBox1_Click() 
     
    If CheckBox1.Value = True Then CheckBox2.Value = False 
 
End Sub 
 
Private Sub CheckBox2_Click() 
 
    If CheckBox2.Value = True Then CheckBox1.Value = False 
     
End Sub 
 
Private Sub CheckBox3_Click() 
If CheckBox3.Value = True Then CheckBox4.Value = False 
End Sub 
 
Private Sub CheckBox4_Click() 
If CheckBox4.Value = True Then CheckBox3.Value = False 
End Sub 
 
Private Sub CommandButton1_Click() 
Call Module3.Showgraph 
End Sub 
 
Private Sub CommandButton2_Click() 
Call Module3.DependenceStockCalculate 
End Sub 
 
Private Sub Start_Click() 
Call Module1.StockCalculate 
End Sub 
 
Private Sub TextBox1_Change() 
 
End Sub 
 
 
Sub StockCalculate() 
ActiveSheet.ChartObjects("Graphique 13").Visible = False                'hide the graph 
 
Dim Nbo1Cell, Nbo2Cell As String                                                   'Decalaration of variables 
Dim StdvDCell, StdvTransCell, FcstQuantCell, SSCell, SSDaysCell, ClassCell As String 
Dim SS, FcstLeadTime, Classxrta  As Long 
Dim SSTotMax, SSDaysMax, FcstQuantMax As Double 
Dim DataForGraph As String 
Dim Transf As String 



 

DataForGraph = "L15:L"                                      'Set the column and the beginning for the 
data to use in the graph 
 
Range("A14:A15").Select                                     'Select the first two cells with data 
Range(Selection, Selection.End(xlDown)).Select              'Select all the non empty cells in 
column A, data begining at row 14 
nSlut = Selection.Rows.Count                                'Count the number of non empty rows 
      
For n = 15 To nSlut + 13                                    'Do for all non empty rows, (row number n, 
add 13 as we start counting on 14 "Range("A14:A15").Select") 
Classxrta = 0                                               'If there is no class no extra days of coverage 
should be added 
Nbo1Cell = "F" & n                                          'get the number of observations of forecast 
accuracy 
Nbo2Cell = "H" & n                                          'get the number of observations of forecast 
quantity 
 
 
If ((Range([Nbo1Cell]).Value > CInt(Worksheets("WID-codes SS-
calculation").TextBox1.Value)) And (Range([Nbo2Cell]).Value > CInt(Worksheets("WID-
codes SS-calculation").TextBox1.Value))) Then       'Check if we have more than the 
indicated number of observations for our code, both for the forecast quantity and accuracy 
 
    StdvDCell = "E" & n                                              'Get data for the current code (code on 
row n) 
    StdvTransCell = "B8" 
    FcstQuantCell = "G" & n 
    SSCell = "i" & n 
    SSDaysCell = "j" & n 
    SSTotCell = "k" & n 
    MeanCell = "d" & n 
    SSDaysTotCell = "l" & n 
    ClassCell = "c" & n 
  
    If Range([ClassCell]).Value = "A" Then                   'Check which class A,B,C,D or E the 
current product has 
    Classxrta = Range("D8").Value                            'Give the variable classextra the number 
of extra days (indicated in the sheet) for the corresponding class 
    Rows(n).Select 
    Selection.Font.ColorIndex = 5                            'Give the row a different color depending 
on the class 
    End If 
  
    If Range([ClassCell]).Value = "B" Then 
    Classxrta = Range("D9").Value 
    Rows(n).Select 
    Selection.Font.ColorIndex = 6 
    End If 
  
    If Range([ClassCell]).Value = "C" Then 



 

    Classxrta = Range("D10").Value 
    Rows(n).Select 
    Selection.Font.ColorIndex = 8 
    End If 
  
    If Range([ClassCell]).Value = "D" Then 
    Classxrta = Range("D11").Value 
    Rows(n).Select 
    Selection.Font.ColorIndex = 7 
    End If 
  
    If Range([ClassCell]).Value = "E" Then 
    Classxrta = Range("D12").Value 
    Rows(n).Select 
    Selection.Font.ColorIndex = 4 
    End If 
 
 
 
    FcstLeadTime = (Range([FcstQuantCell]).Value) * Range("A8").Value             'calculate 
the forecast during the lead time 
 
    If (Range([FcstQuantCell]).Value > FcstQuantMax) Then                         'to find the max 
value of all the forecast values 
    FcstQuantMax = Range([FcstQuantCell]).Value 
    End If 
 
 
 
    SS = (((Range("A8").Value * Range([StdvDCell]).Value ^ 2 + FcstLeadTime ^ 2 * 
Range([StdvTransCell]).Value ^ 2) ^ 0.5) * Range("B11").Value) + (Classxrta * 
Range([FcstQuantCell]).Value) 'calculates the safety stock 
 
    Range([SSCell]).Value = SS                      'writes the safety stock in the same row as the 
current code 
    Range([SSDaysCell]).Value = SS / Range([FcstQuantCell]).Value  'writes the safety stock 
in days of coverage in the same row as the current code 
    Range([SSTotCell]).Value = ((Range("A8").Value * Range([FcstQuantCell]).Value) * (1 + 
Range([MeanCell]).Value)) + (SS) 'calculates and writes the total stock in the same row as the 
current code 
    Range([SSDaysTotCell]).Value = (((Range("A8").Value * Range([FcstQuantCell]).Value) 
* (1 + Range([MeanCell]).Value)) + SS) / Range([FcstQuantCell]).Value 'calculates and 
writes the total stock in days of coverage in the same row as the current code 
 
 
 
    If ((((Range("A8").Value * Range([FcstQuantCell]).Value) * (1 + 
Range([MeanCell]).Value)) + SS) > SSTotMax) Then 'to find the max value of the stock 
    SSTotMax = (((Range("A8").Value * Range([FcstQuantCell]).Value) * (1 + 
Range([MeanCell]).Value)) + SS) 



 

    End If 
 
    If ((((Range("A8").Value * Range([FcstQuantCell]).Value) * (1 + 
Range([MeanCell]).Value)) + SS) / Range([FcstQuantCell]).Value > SSDaysMax) Then 'to 
find the max value of the stock in days of coverage 
    SSDaysMax = (((Range("A8").Value * Range([FcstQuantCell]).Value) * (1 + 
Range([MeanCell]).Value)) + SS) / Range([FcstQuantCell]).Value 
    End If 
 
 
Else                    'if there is not enough observations 
    SSCell = "i" & n 
    SSDaysCell = "j" & n 
    SSTotCell = "k" & n 
    SSDaysTotCell = "l" & n 
 
    Range([SSCell]).Value = "Not enough observations"       'write "Not enough observations" 
in the cells for the stock 
    Range([SSCell]).Font.ColorIndex = 3                     'set the text colour to red 
    Range([SSDaysCell]).Value = "Not enough observations" 
    Range([SSDaysCell]).Font.ColorIndex = 3 
    Range([SSTotCell]).Value = "Not enough observations" 
    Range([SSDaysTotCell]).Value = "Not enough observations" 
    Rows(n).Select 
    Selection.Font.Italic = True 
     
  
End If 
  
 
Next n 
     
Cells(2, 5) = SSDaysMax         'write the max value of the stock in the appropriate cell 
Cells(10, 7) = FcstQuantMax      'write the max value of the forecast quantity in the 
appropriate cell 
     
     
    For m = 15 To nSlut + 13        'Do for all non empty rows, (row number n, add 13 as we 
start counting on 14 "Range("A14:A15").Select") 
        SSDaysTotCell = "l" & m 
        SSTotCell = "k" & m 
        FcstQuantCell = "G" & m 
        Nbo1Cell = "F" & m           'get the cell with the number of observations of forecast 
accuracy 
        Nbo2Cell = "H" & m           'get the cell with the number of observations of forecast 
quantity 
 
        If ((Range([Nbo1Cell]).Value <= CInt(Worksheets("WID-codes SS-
calculation").TextBox1.Value)) Or (Range([Nbo2Cell]).Value <= CInt(Worksheets("WID-
codes SS-calculation").TextBox1.Value))) Then 



 

        'If (Range([SSDaysTotCell]).Value = "Not enough observations") Then 
 
            If (Worksheets("WID-codes SS-calculation").CheckBox3.Value = True) Then 'If we 
want to use as default the max stock assign the max value of the stock to all articles with "Not 
enough observations" 
            Range([SSDaysTotCell]).Value = SSDaysMax 
            Range([SSDaysTotCell]).Select 
            Selection.Font.ColorIndex = 3 
 
            Range([SSTotCell]).Value = SSTotMax 
            Range([SSTotCell]).Select 
            Selection.Font.ColorIndex = 3 
            End If 
                                    
            If (Range([Nbo2Cell]).Value <= CInt(Worksheets("WID-codes SS-
calculation").TextBox1.Value)) Then 
             
              If (Worksheets("WID-codes SS-calculation").CheckBox1.Value = True) Then  'If we 
want to use as default the max forecast assign the max value of the forecast to all articles with 
"Not enough observations" 
              Range([FcstQuantCell]).Value = FcstQuantMax 
              Range([FcstQuantCell]).Select 
              Selection.Font.ColorIndex = 3 
              End If 
 
              If (Worksheets("WID-codes SS-calculation").CheckBox2.Value = True) Then 'If we 
want to use as default the "other" value for the forecast assign the "other" value of the forecast 
to all articles with "Not enough observations" 
              Range([FcstQuantCell]).Value = Cells(11, 7).Value 
              Range([FcstQuantCell]).Select 
              Selection.Font.ColorIndex = 3 
              End If 
             
            End If 
            
            If (Worksheets("WID-codes SS-calculation").CheckBox4.Value = True) Then 'If we 
want to use "other" value as default for the stock assign this value to the value of the stock 
            Range([SSDaysTotCell]).Value = Cells(3, 5).Value 
            Range([SSDaysTotCell]).Select 
            Selection.Font.ColorIndex = 3 
 
            Range([SSTotCell]).Value = Cells(3, 5).Value * Range([FcstQuantCell]).Value 
            Range([SSTotCell]).Select 
            Selection.Font.ColorIndex = 3 
            End If 
    
            
    End If 
 
Next m 



 

     
    
Transf = n - 1 'transform the number of the last row to be in the graph into a string 
DataForGraph = DataForGraph & Transf 'set the data that is to be used in the graph 
 
ActiveSheet.ChartObjects("Graphique 13").Activate 'activate the graph 
ActiveChart.SetSourceData Source:=Sheets("WID-codes SS-
calculation").Range(DataForGraph), PlotBy:=xlColumns 'Assign the choosen data and set 
these to be the sorce data for the graph 
 
ActiveSheet.Cells(14, 1).Select 'select a cell so that we will finish at the top of the sheet and 
so that you can click directly on other buttons 
 
End Sub 
 
 



 

Appendix 7. Macro Dependence 
 
Sub DependenceStockCalculate() 
 
Dim nSlut, i, n, m, l As Integer                'Declaration of variables 
Dim CodeAllInfoCell, CodeDepCell, CodeDep, CodeAllInfo, CodeAllInfo2Cell As String 
Dim TotStock As Long 
Dim DepCode, Quant, CodeAllInfo2 As Variant 
Dim DataForGraph As String 
Dim Transf As String 
DataForGraph = "L15:L"                          'Set the column and the beginning for the data to use 
in the graph 
 
Sheets("WID-codes SS-calculation").Activate 
Range("A14:A15").Select                         'Select the first two cells with data 
Range(Selection, Selection.End(xlDown)).Select  'Select all the non empty cells in column A, 
data begining at row 14 
nSlut = Selection.Rows.Count                    'Count the number of non empty rows 
      
For n = 15 To nSlut + 13                        'Do for all non empty rows, (row number n, add 13 as 
we start counting on 14 "Range("A14:A15").Select") 
   Sheets("WID-codes SS-calculation").Activate 
 
 
   CodeAllInfoCell = "A" & n                    'get the cell with the code to search for 
   'FcstQuantCell = "G" & n                      'get the cell with the forecast quantity for this code 
   CodeAllInfo = Range([CodeAllInfoCell]).Value 'get the code 
      
    Sheets("Dependence").Activate 
 
    For m = 2 To (nSlut * 2)       'Do for all codes(nSlut*2 because of empty rows between 
codes) 
     
    Sheets("Dependence").Activate 
    CodeDepCell = "A" & m                'get the cell with the code to compare with in the 
dependence sheet 
    CodeDep = Range([CodeDepCell]).Value 'get the code to compare with in the dependence 
sheet 
     
     If (CodeAllInfo = CodeDep) Then     'if the two codes is the same 
         
        If (Range([CodeDepCell]).Offset(0, 2) <> "") Then 'if the code is part of other SKUs 
         Range([CodeDepCell]).Offset(0, 2).Select         'select the cell with the first code that 
containes the product 
         DepCode = Selection.Value                        'get the code (just to be able to see if there is 
one) 
                                                
            While (DepCode <> "")                         'Do until there is no more products containing 
the acctual code 
            Sheets("Dependence").Activate 



 

            Selection.Font.ColorIndex = 3                 'set colour to red to be able to se that all 
codes has been taken into account 
            DepCode = Selection.Value                     'get the code 
            Quant = Selection.Offset(1, 0).Value          'get the quantity of the code that the 
"depcode" is made out of 
                  
                 For i = 15 To nSlut + 13                   'Do for all non empty rows, (row number n, 
add 13 as we start counting on 14 "Range("A14:A15").Select") 
                 Sheets("WID-codes SS-calculation").Activate 
                 CodeAllInfo2Cell = "A" & i                     'get the cell with the code 
                 CodeAllInfo2 = Range([CodeAllInfo2Cell]).Value 'get the code 
                  
                                                    
                    If (CodeAllInfo2 = DepCode) Then   'if the two codes are the same 
                         
                        TotStock = Cells(i, 11).Value   'get the total stock of the code 
                        DepFact = Cells(8, 6).Value     'get the dependence factor 
                        
                                        
                        Cells(i, 11).Value = TotStock * (1 - DepFact)             '1-what should be given 
away multiplied with the total stock should be left 
                        Cells(i, 12).Value = (Cells(i, 12).Value) * (1 - DepFact) '1-what should be 
given away multiplied with the total stock days of coverage should be left 
 
                     
                        Cells(n, 11).Value = Cells(n, 11).Value + (TotStock * DepFact * Quant) 'We 
should add the stock we got from the other SKU and multiply with the number of SKU that is 
needed to make one SKU of the other SKU 
                        Cells(n, 12).Value = Cells(n, 11).Value / Cells(n, 7).Value            'Calculate 
the new stock in days of coverage 
                         
                    End If 
                                                                           
                 Next i 
                     
            Sheets("Dependence").Activate 
            Selection.Offset(0, 1).Select 'take the next "depcode" in the same row as before 
             
            Wend 
         
        End If 
     
     End If 
     
    Next m 
 
Next n 
 
End Sub 


